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Lot: 1
The Gebruder Heubach Bisque Collection, Lots 1-9; from the
estate of a private collector  A large Gebruder Heubach
(Germany) bisque seated piano baby, his arms raised toward
his head, painted features, pale blue intaglio eyes, moulded
hair, wearing white shift with pink ribbon, curled toes,
impressed with trademark sunburst GH mark to base, 25cm
high  For a similar example of this figure, see Richter and
Schmelcher, Heubach Character Dolls & Figurines, p.116
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 2
A large Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque seated piano
baby, his hands towards his curled toes, painted features, pale
blue intaglio eyes, moulded hair, wearing a white shift with pale
green ribbon, impressed mark '47' to base, 24cm high  For a
similar example of this figure, see Richter and Schmelcher,
Heubach Character Dolls & Figurines, p.120
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 3
A Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque Apple Juggling Boy
figure, he stands comically juggling apples, painted features,
pale blue intaglio eyes, moulded hair, wearing a blue toned
shirt, impressed with trademark sunburst GH mark to reverse
side, 25cm high; another, The Handstand, parading on his
hand with his feet above his head, pale blue intaglio eyes,
moulded hair, wearing a blue toned shirt, impressed with
trademark sunburst GH mark to reverse side, 22cm high (2)
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 4
A Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque Whistling Sailor Boy
figure, he stands with his hands on his stomach against a brick
wall, painted features, pale blue intaglio eyes, moulded hair,
wearing a blue hat and waistcoat, cream underclothes and blue
trousers, impressed mark '68' to base, 36cm high
Estimate: £120.00 - £180.00

Lot: 5
A Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque Dancing Girl by The
Quayside figure, she stands with her hands lifting her dress and
one foot raised, painted features, pale blue intaglio eyes,
moulded hair, wearing a boater hat with pink ribbon and a multi-
coloured dress with turquoise spots, unmarked, 35cm high
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 6
A Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque Newspaper Boy figure,
he stands with a pile of newspapers under one arm, painted
features, pale blue intaglio eyes, moulded hair, wearing a pale
green hat and jacket, white shirt and brown trousers, impressed
mark '30' and trademark red circular 'Made In Germany' printed
mark to base, 36cm high
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 7
A Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque young Child Standing
figure, she stands with hands towards her head as she raises
from a wicker seat, painted features, pale blue intaglio eyes,
moulded hair, wearing a white shift with pale green ribbon and

a single white sock, impressed and printed trademark sunburst
GH marks to reverse side, 36cm high
Estimate: £400.00 - £500.00

Lot: 8
A large Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque Dancing Girl with
Tambourine figure, she stands with both hands pulling her
dress up and her front foot pointed, painted features, pale blue
intaglio eyes, moulded hair, wearing a pale blue dress with dark
blue floral decoration and a white lace collar, impressed mark
'68' to base, impressed and printed trademark sunburst GH
marks to reverse side, 40cm high  For a similar example of this
figure, see Richter and Schmelcher, Heubach Character Dolls
& Figurines, p.115
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 9
A pair of Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque figures of a Boy
and Girl, converted into a pair of table lamps, each with painted
features, pale blue intaglio eyes, moulded hair, each wearing
fanciful costume, unmarked (2)
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 10
A Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque seated baby, he sits
beside a hatched egg with clenched fists raised towards his
face, painted features, side glancing pale blue intaglio eyes,
moulded hair, various impressed marks to base, 13cm high
(Faults - minor chips around the edge of the hatched egg)  For
a similar example of this figure, see Richter and Schmelcher,
Heubach Character Dolls & Figurines, p.121
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 11
A collection of Gebruder Heubach (Germany) bisque figures,
including a seated piano baby, her arms outstretched playing
with a bisque head doll, painted features, pale blue intaglio
eyes, moulded hair, impressed with '80' and trademark
sunburst GH mark to base, 19cm high; others including Lydia
Richter and Karin Schmelcher Heubach Character Dolls &
Figurines reference book; a Rose O'Neill style all bisque
'Kewpie' doll, painted features, 19cm high, unmarked (6)
(Faults)  For a similar example of the Heubach Girl holding a
doll figure, see Richter and Schmelcher, Heubach Character
Dolls & Figurines, p.124  
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 11A
A Continental bisque basket group with figures, the basket
being held by a young boy and girl in traditional costume,
painted features to figures, both with pale blue intaglio eyes
and moulded hair, impressed marks to base, 21cm wide,
probably by Gebruder Heubach (Germany)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 12
A rare Autoperipatetikos automaton doll, glazed china shoulder
head with painted features including black moulded wig, stuffed
cloth arms, cardboard body enclosing a clockwork mechanism,
pressed metal feet, marked to the base 'This Doll is intended to
walk on a smooth surface. Patented July 15th, 1862; also, in
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Europe 20th Dec. 1862', appropriately dressed, 25cm high, with
clockwork key  Autoperipatetikos dolls were made in America,
Germany and France and often represented children, ladies
and gentleman.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 13
A pair of twin novelty miniature bisque dolls, each with fixed
blue glass eyes, painted features including eyebrows and
detailed eyelashes, dressed in white felt rabbit costumes with
pink collars and wearing novelty bunny ears, painted socks and
shoes, 12cm high each, probably by Hertwig & Co. (Germany)
(2)
Estimate: £250.00 - £300.00

Lot: 14
A novelty Carlton Ware painted bisque 'Bobble' head figure of
Charlie Chaplin, wearing his trademark black suite, black
bowler hat and red tie, outstretched feet, holding a walking
stick, raised upon a painted green base, black printed mark and
'RdNo649928' to base, 17cm high, c.1920
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 15
A miniature poured wax over composition shoulder head doll,
painted features, short light blonde wig, partially stuffed cloth
and painted composition body, wearing a lace dress with
underclothes, 14cm high, probably English, c.1880
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 16
A mid to late 19th century glazed china shoulder head 'High
Brow' doll, painted features, moulded and painted black hair,
pale blue eyes, stuffed cloth body with glazed china arms,
appropriately dressed with underclothes, 53cm high, probably
German
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 17
A rare bisque head and fixed ball jointed composition bodied
Oriental doll, fixed and inset brown glass eyes, painted features
including curved eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, open mouth
revealing four small upper teeth, impressed marks '6/0',
appropriately dressed with some later clothing, 28cm high,
probably German by Simon and Halbig or similar
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 18
A rare Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and bent
limb composition bodied doll, novelty blue glass sleeping and
side glancing 'googly' eyes, painted characterised features
including eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, impressed marks
'Germany 323 A.4/0.M', wearing painted orange socks and red
painted shoes, 26cm high, c.1910
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 19
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque shoulder head and
partially jointed Kid leather bodied doll, sleeping blue glass
eyes, painted features including feathered eyebrows and

detailed eyelashes, open mouth revealing four large upper
teeth, remains of brown wig on a cardboard pate, bisque arms,
impressed marks '3200 AM 1 DEP Made in Germany', 51cm
high
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 20
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and fixed ball
jointed composition bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes,
painted features including finely painted eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open mouth revealing four small upper teeth, brown
wig, impressed marks 'Made in Germany Armand Marseille 390
A.5/0M.', wearing a white linen dress and emerald green velvet
overcoat, 28cm high (Faults)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 21
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and part ball
jointed composition bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes,
painted features including feathered eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open mouth revealing four large upper teeth, brown
wig on a cardboard pate, impressed marks 'Armand Marseille
Germany 390. A.4.M.', wearing a blue dress, 57cm high (Faults)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 22
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and partially
fixed ball jointed bodied doll, fixed and inset brown glass eyes,
painted features including eyebrows and detailed eyelashes,
open mouth revealing four small upper teeth, blonde wig,
impressed marks '1894 AM 6/8 DEP Germany', dressed in a
later costume, 28cm high  Provenance - The doll was used at
the 1949 Drill Hall Exhibition to show various types of lighting.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 23
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head musical
Marotte automata, fixed blue glass eyes, painted features
including feathered eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, open
mouth revealing four small upper teeth, blonde wig, impressed
marks '3200 A.M. 11/0 DEP', carton moule drum-shaped torso
enclosing musical mechanism, perch atop a carved bone
handle, lavishly dressed, 37cm high
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 24
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and bent limb
painted composition bodied 'Dream Baby' doll, sleeping brown
glass eyes, painted features including eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open mouth revealing two small lower teeth,
airbrushed hair to crown, impressed marks 'A.M. Germany
351./6.K', wearing a later blue woollen dress with underclothes,
47cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 25
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) composition head and bent
limb painted composition black doll, sleeping brown glass eyes,
painted features including fine eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open red lips revealing two small lower teeth,
impressed marks 'AM Germany 351/2Â½K', wearing a later pale
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yellow cotton dress with underclothes, 34cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 26
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and bent limb
painted composition bodied 'Dream Baby' doll, sleeping blue
glass eyes, painted features including eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open mouth, airbrushed hair to crown, impressed
marks 'A.M. Germany 351./4.K', wearing a taffeta type dress
with underclothes, 46cm high (Faults)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 27
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and bent limb
painted composition black doll, sleeping brown glass eyes,
painted features including fine eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, red lips, impressed marks 'A.M. Germany 341./4.K.',
wearing a later white cotton dress and underclothes , 44cm
high (Faults - head is loose and has some scratches)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 28
An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck (Germany) bisque head and bent
limb painted composition bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes,
painted features including feathered eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open mouth revealing two large upper teeth and
tongue, blonde wig on original cardboard pate, impressed
marks 'ABG 1361 - 50 Made in Germany 15', wearing a lace
dress with underclothes, 53cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 29
A bisque head and ball jointed composition bodied doll,
sleeping brown glass eyes, painted features including feathered
eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, open mouth revealing upper
teeth, blonde wig on cardboard pate, impressed marks '476 o
w', wearing a white lace dress  with underclothes, 52cm high
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 30
A rare Bru Jne & Cie (France) bisque head and fully jointed
painted composition and wooden bodied Bebe doll, fixed blue
glass paperweight eyes, painted features including feathered
eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, pierced ears, blonde wig on
a cork pate, impressed marks 'Bru Jne 10', appropriately
dressed, 59cm high, c.1895 (Fault)
Estimate: £3,000.00 - £5,000.00

Lot: 31
A Jules Steiner (Paris, France) bisque head and bent limb
painted composition bodied doll, fixed blue glass paperweight
eyes, painted features including feathered eyebrows and
detailed eyelashes, trademark short stubby fingers, blonde wig,
impressed marks 'A 0 Paris', appropriately dressed, 23cm high  
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 32
A Pierre Francois Jumeau (France) bisque head and fully
jointed painted composition and wooden bodied Bebe doll,
fixed blue glass paperweight eyes, painted features including

feathered eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, pierced ears,
brown wig on a cork and cardboard pate, impressed marks 'X
9', appropriately dressed, 56cm high (Fault)
Estimate: £600.00 - £900.00

Lot: 33
A 1930's Art Deco French Boudoir doll, painted plaster
shoulders and head, finely painted detail to face, curled blonde
wig, stuffed cloth body, wearing a champagne coloured dress,
30cm high; other novelty doll miniatures and accessories (9)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 34
A bisque shoulder head and stuffed cloth bodied doll, fixed blue
glass eyes, painted features including feathered eyebrows and
detailed eyelashes, open mouth revealing small upper teeth,
blonde wig on a cardboard pate, bisque limbs, impressed
marks 'Z 18', appropriately dressed with underclothes and a
lace dress, 26cm high
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 35
A German bisque head and bent limb composition bodied doll,
sleeping brown glass eyes, painted features including feathered
eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, open mouth revealing two
large upper teeth, brown wig on a cardboard pate, impressed
marks 'P.M. 23. Germany. 5.', wearing a floral dress with
underclothes and a shawl type jacket, 40cm high, probably by
Reinecke Otto
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 36
A German bisque head and part fixed ball jointed composition
bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes, painted features including
feathered eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, open mouth
revealing upper teeth, brown wig on a cardboard pate,
impressed marks '24 Germany R.3A', wearing a pale blue
woollen dress and underclothes, 52cm high; an Armand &
Marseille (Germany) bisque head and bent limb composition
bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes, painted feathered
eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, open mouth revealing two
large upper teeth, blonde wig, impressed marks 'Armand
Marseille Germany. 995. A.4/0x.M', wearing a pink silk and lace
dress with underclothes, 29cm high (2)  
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 37
A Hermann Steiner (Germany) bisque head and part fixed ball
jointed composition bodied doll, sleeping brown glass eyes,
painted features including painted eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open mouth revealing four upper teeth, blonde wig
on a cardboard pate, impressed marks 'Made in Germany
Herm Steiner 0.', wearing a lace and cotton dress with
underclothes, 35cm high (faults)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 38
A Heubach Koppelsdorf (Germany) bisque head and bent limb
composition bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes, painted
features including feathered eyebrows and detailed eyelashes,
open mouth revealing four large upper teeth, brown wig on a
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cardboard pate, impressed marks 'Heubach 267.6 Koppelsdorf
D.R.G.M.', wearing a white lace dress, 46cm high  
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 39
A Heubach Koppelsdorf (Germany) bisque head and bent limb
composition bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes, painted
features including feathered eyebrows and detailed eyelashes,
open mouth revealing tongue, brown wig on a cardboard pate,
impressed marks 'Heubach Koppelsdorf 300.3 Germany',
appropriately dressed in knitted dress and underclothes, 49cm
high (Faults)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 40
A Heubach Koppelsdorf (Germany) bisque head and bent limb
composition bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes, painted
features including feathered eyebrows and detailed eyelashes,
open mouth revealing two large upper teeth, brown wig on a
cardboard pate, impressed marks 'Heubach Koppelsdorf
320.10/o Germany.', appropriately dressed in knitted clothes,
29cm high (Fault - slight paint chip to one eyelid)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 41
An Eisenmann & Company (Einco, Bavaria & London) bisque
head and bent limb painted composition baby doll, sleeping
blue glass eyes, painted features including eyebrows and
detailed eyelashes, moulded painted mouth, blonde wig on
original cardboard pate, impressed marks 'Einco 7/o Germany',
wearing a knitted woollen dress with underclothes and a
bonnet, 23cm high
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 41A
An Armand & Marseille (Germany) bisque head and ball jointed
 painted composition bodied doll, sleeping blue glass eyes,
painted features including feathered eyebrows and detailed
eyelashes, open mouth revealing four large upper teeth, blonde
wig on a cardboard pate, impressed marks '390n. Germany .
A.GÂ½.M.', wearing a white lace dress with underclothes, 61cm
high (Faults); a Heubach Koppelsdorf (Germany) bisque head
and ball jointed painted composition bodied doll, sleeping blue
glass eyes, painted features including feathered eyebrows and
detailed eyelashes, open mouth revealing tongue and four
large upper teeth, brown wig, impressed marks 'Heubach
Koppelsdorf 267.7. Germany. D.R.G.M.', wearing a pink cotton
and lace dress with underclothes and a bonnet, 60cm high
(Faults) (2)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 42
A German bisque head and ball jointed painted composition
bodied doll, sleeping brown glass eyes, painted features
including feathered eyebrows and detailed eyelashes, open
mouth, blonde wig, impressed marks 'Germany C. 0.', wearing
a grey dress with white lace collar and underclothes, 40cm high
(Faults)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 43

A Rosebud No.12/270 painted composition head and bent limb
composition bodied baby doll, sleeping blue plastic eyes,
painted features, brown wig, impressed mark 'Rosebud',
wearing a floral dress with underclothes and a bonnet, 38cm
high, boxed, c.1950  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 44
A Rosebud 74/6/1 plastic baby doll, 6cm long, boxed; two
Rosebud celluloid dolls and other novelty painted composition
miniature dolls (9)  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 45
Pedigree (England) Sindy dolls and accessories, comprising
three Sindy Trendy Girl doll, impressed mark '033055X', 28cm
high; another marked '2 GEN 1077 033055X'; various clothing
and accessories, presented in a vinyl covered cardboard carry
case, c.1970
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 46
A collection of 20th century white wire work dolls house
furniture, comprising a garden two seat bench, a pair of single
seat garden chairs, a garden table, a folding four panel screen,
a domed top chest and a child's pram (7)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 47
An early 20th century scratch built wooden dolls house, three
storeys high with faux attic, painted terracotta brickwork with
cream painted window sills, single cream door to front side with
two cream steps, painted black roof, single chimney to roof,
86cm high; another scratch built wooden dolls house, two
storeys high, painted throughout, the front painted with plants
and foliage, black painted window sills, single central chimney
to roof, presented on a green base, 52cm high (2)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 48
A pair of late 19th century cream leather and hide dolls shoes,
impressed mark '20' to each sole, 13cm long; another pair of
black leatherette dolls boots, impressed mark '11' to each sole,
10cm long (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 49
A pair of late 19th century cream silk dolls shoes, embroidered
with flowers, cream leatherette soles, 12cm long; another pair
of red leather dolls shoes, decorated with red pom-poms,
impressed marks to soles, 13cm long (2)  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 50
A pair of late 19th century pale green leatherette dolls shoes,
faux metal buckles, 9cm long; a pair of brown leather dolls
shoes, impressed mark '12' to soles, 10cm long and a pair of
cream leather dolls shoes, applied with bows, 11cm long (3)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00
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Lot: 51
An early 20th century straw-filled golden mohair teddy bear,
hand blown white and clear glass eyes with black pupils,
pronounced snout with vertically brown waxed nose and mouth,
pads to hands and feet with various black stitched claws,
inoperable growler, 56cm high, probably French by Fadap or
similar, c.1930 (Faults); a 1950's brown plush teddy bear,
amber and black glass eyes, vertically pale brown stitched nose
and mouth, rexine type pads to hands and feet, inoperable
squeeze box, 33cm high (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 52
A 'Cheeky' style golden plush mohair teddy bear, amber and
black plastic eyes, rounded pronounced snout with vertically
black stitched nose and mouth, brown felt type pads to hands
and feet, fitted with a growler, bells to ears, probably by
Merrythought, c.1960
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 53
A Merrythought golden plush teddy bear, amber and black
plastic eyes, horizontally black stitched nose and mouth, pale
brown velveteen plush pads to hands and feet, 33cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 54
A Merrythought Diana exclusive teddy bear in tribute to Diana
Princess of Wales, white mohair body, blue/green and black
plastic eyes, wearing a pearled collar and holding a handmade
silk rose, Limited Edition No.628 of 2,500, designed by
Jacqueline Revitt, 38cm high with tags, boxed with original
certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 55
A Gabrielle Designs Ltd Aunt Lucy bear, wearing a shawl and
dress with blue hat and black shoes, original trademark label
attached to shawl, 50cm high; a similar Paddington bear,
wearing a berghandy rain coat, red hat and blue Dunlop
wellington boots, 52cm high (2)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 56
A Gabrielle Designs Ltd Aunt Lucy bear, dark beige mohair
body with brown and black plastic eyes, black moulded plastic
nose, wearing a pair of gold coloured spectacles, Peruvian
black hat, shawl, hessian skirt and black Wellington boots,
complete with tags, Special Edition No.1285 of 2,000,
authenticated by Michael Bond, 38cm high, boxed
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 57
A Pedigree soft cloth Golly, cut out felt pieces to face, wearing
a red felt jacket, yellow under shirt with three black buttons,
white bow tie and black and white pinstripe trousers, trademark
blue and white 'Pedigree Made In Ireland' label to neck, 80cm
high, c.1960
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 58
An early 20th century padded cotton Golly, black stockinet type
face with hand stitched detail, two white plastic buttons for
eyes, wearing a green felt jacket and other novelty costume
including a long cylindrical pointed hat and a pair of Middle
Eastern style brass tokens as earrings, 54cm high, c.1920
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 59
A Schuco Schreyer & Co. (Germany) novelty Yes/No" Bellhop
Monkey  mohair face with fixed amber and black glass eyes 
straw-filled body with metal joints  wearing a red felt bellhop
uniform with hat  as the tail lever is moved the head poses 
28cm high  c.1935 (Faults)"
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 60
A 1950's golden mohair teddy bear, amber and black glass
eyes, black moulded rubber nose with stitched mouth, beige
velveteen pads to hands and feet with some stitched claws to
feet, 60cm high, probably by Chiltern's
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 61
A late 1950's novelty ginger tipped mohair teddy bear
pyjama/pillow case, amber and black plastic eyes, pronounced
soft plush snout with moulded black plastic nose, blonde soft
plush pads to hands and base, fitted with a growler to head,
46cm high, probably by Hermann (Germany)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 62
A 1950's light brown soft mohair teddy bear, amber and black
plastic eyes, pronounced snout with partially stitched brown
nose and mouth, cream leatherette type pads to hand and feet,
64cm high
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 63
Steiff (Germany) 038129 Appolonia Margarete 2004-2005
teddy bear, pale brown/blonde fine mohair body, trademark
'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, Limited Edition
03365, 30cm high and a Steiff (Germany) 654404 British
Collectors teddy bear 1995, blonde and brown tipped mohair
body with growler, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and
white tag, Limited Edition 01306 of 3,000, 37cm high (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 64
Steiff (Germany) 406065 British Collector's 1907 replica teddy
bear, brown mohair plush body with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with black and white tag, original cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 00999 of 3,000, 60cm high, window
boxed with certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 65
Steiff (Germany) 001000 Classic teddy bear, Cappuccino
pattern body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and
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red tag, original cardboard tags to foot, 36cm high and a Steiff
(Germany) 001017 Classic teddy bear, Latte Macchiato pattern
body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and red tag,
original black and white cardboard chest tag, original cardboard
tag to foot, 36cm high (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 66
Steiff (Germany) 037139 Eskimo teddy bear, apricot mohair
body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag,
Limited Edition 00954 of 1,500, 27cm high and a Steiff
(Germany) 036996 Knut Polar Bear masterpiece, white mohair
body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag,
original cardboard chest tag, Limited Edition 02266 of 3,000,
31cm long (2)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 67
Steiff (Germany) 001000 Classic teddy bear, Cappuccino
pattern body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and
red tag, original cardboard tag to foot, 36cm high and a Steiff
(Germany) 039768 miniature Classic teddy bear, Cappucino
pattern body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and
red tag, original cardboard tag to foot, 16cm high (2)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 68
Steiff (Germany) 040245 Classic Paddy Panda teddy bear,
black and white mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear
with yellow and red tag, original cardboard tag to chest and to
foot, 22cm high; Steiff (Germany) 045257 Cockie Meerkat,
white and brown tipped mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button
to ear with yellow and red tag, original cardboard tag to chest
and to foot, 21cm high and Steiff (Germany) 064258 Manschli
Panda teddy bear, black and white soft mohair body ,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and red tag, original
cardboard tag to chest and to foot, 30cm high (3)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 69
Steiff (Germany) 000423 Classic 1909 replica teddy bear,
brown mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow
and red tag, 25cm high; Steiff (Germany) 000577 Classic teddy
bear, pale grey mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear
with yellow and red tag, original red and white cardboard chest
tag, original cardboard tags to foot, 25cm high and a Steiff
(Germany) 000591 Classic 1909 replica teddy bear, white
mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and red
tag, original black and white cardboard chest tag, original
cardboard tags to foot, 25cm high (3)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 70
Steiff (Germany) 000263 Classic 1907 replica teddy bear, pale
pink mohair body with squeaker, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear
with yellow and red tag, original red and white cardboard chest
tag, 25cm high and a Steiff (Germany) 004483 Classic 2005
teddy bear, rose pink mohair body with growler, trademark
'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and red tag, original red and
white cardboard chest tag and tags to foot, 37cm high (2)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 71

Steiff (Germany) 037252 Alpaca Christmas teddy bear, white
mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white
tag, Limited Edition 00811 of 2,008, 25cm high; Steiff
(Germany) 660412 teddy bear, golden blonde mohair body,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, Limited
Edition 01469 of 1,500, 25cm high; Steiff (Germany) 661419
Exhibition teddy bear, golden blonde mohair body, trademark
'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, Limited Edition
00810 of 1,500, 20cm high and a Steiff (Germany) 2002 Steiff
Club miniature teddy bear, cherry brown mohair body, ,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, 10cm
high (4)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 72
Steiff (Germany) 005114 Classic 1999 teddy bear, cinnamon
brown mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow
and red tag, 30cm high; Steiff (Germany) 028175 Spring teddy
bear, pale yellow green tipped mohair body, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with yellow and red tag, 18cm high; Steiff
(Germany) 039768 miniature Classic teddy bear, Cappucino
pattern body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and
red tag, 16cm high, others (7)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 73
Steiff (Germany) 036507 large Grizzly teddy bear, caramel
tipped mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and
white tag, Limited Edition 00701 of 1,500, 60cm high
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 74
Steiff (Germany) 662997 Bell Boy teddy bear, platinum mohair
body with growler, wearing a pale blue collar with bells
attached, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag,
Limited Edition 01113 of 2,000, 40cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 75
Steiff (Germany) 420771 Marianne Meisel teddy bear, rose
mohair body, decorated with felt flowers centred with beads,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, Limited
Edition 02566, 40cm high
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 76
Steiff (Germany) 037160 Musical teddy bear, golden blonde
mohair body, fitted with a mechanical squeeze music box,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, original
cardboard chest tag, Limited Edition 01216 of 3,000, 40cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 77
Steiff (Germany) 00972 Musical teddy bear, golden yellow
mohair body, fixed key wind mechanical music box, trademark
'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, Limited Edition
00972 of 2,000, 30cm high
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 78
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Steiff (Germany) 408519 - 1953 Replica teddy bear, black
mohair body with squeaker, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with
black and white tag, Limited Edition 01779 of 3,000, 35cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 79
Steiff (Germany) 036538 Olympic Panda teddy bear, black and
white mohair body, holding a Bamboo shoot, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with red and white tag, original cardboard chest
tag, Limited Edition 01426 of 2,008, 26cm high
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 80
Steiff (Germany) 662485 - 2007 QVC year teddy bear, golden
yellow mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and
white tag, Limited Edition 00517 of 1,500, 30cm high
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 81
Steiff (Germany) 0174/61 British Collector's 1907 replica teddy
bear, golden blonde mohair plush body with growler, trademark
'Steiff' button to ear with black and white tag, original cardboard
tag to chest, Limited Edition 00533 of 2,000, 60cm high, boxed
with outer cardboard packaging and certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £100.00 - £130.00

Lot: 82
Steiff (Germany) 654480 British Collector's 1997 teddy bear
Rose 38, rose pink mohair body with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with red and white tag, original cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 02801 of 3,000, 38cm high, boxed with
certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 83
Steiff (Germany) 406065 British Collector's 1907 replica teddy
bear, brown mohair plush body with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with black and white tag, original cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 01212 of 3,000, 60cm high, boxed with
original outer cardboard packaging and certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £100.00 - £130.00

Lot: 84
Steiff (Germany) 412042 - 1911 Clown Noso replica doll, 1995,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear, black and white tag to jacket,
original cardboard tag to neck, Limited Edition 00628 of 1,200,
42cm high, boxed with original outer cardboard packaging and
certificate of authenticity  
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 85
Steiff (Germany) 406065 British Collector's 1907 replica teddy
bear, brown mohair plush body with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with black and white tag, original cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 01216 of 3,000, 60cm high, boxed with
original outer cardboard packaging and certificate of
authenticity  
Estimate: £100.00 - £130.00

Lot: 86
Steiff (Germany) 404108 teddy bear 35 PB 1904 replica Barle" 
golden brown fur mohair type body  trademark 'Steiff' button to
ear with black and white tag  original circular red and white
cardboard tag to chest  Limited Edition 2158 of 6 0  35cm high 
boxed with certificate of authenticity and information slip"
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 87
Steiff (Germany) Bully dog, trademark 'Steiff' cardboard tag to
chest, 11cm long; Harro dog, trademark 'Steiff' cardboard tag to
chest, 14cm long; Peky dog, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear and
cardboard tag to chest, 17cm long; other Steiff and TY animals
and teddy bears (12)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 88
Steiff (Germany) 406065 British Collector's 1907 replica teddy
bear, brown mohair plush body with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with black and white tag, original cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 01208 of 3,000, 60cm high, boxed with
certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £100.00 - £130.00

Lot: 89
Steiff (Germany) 406041 White 65 1908 replica teddy bear,
1994, white mohair body with growler, trademark 'Steiff' button
to ear with black and white tag, original cardboard tag to chest,
Limited Edition 02005 of 7,000, 66cm high, boxed with original
outer cardboard packaging
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 90
Steiff (Germany) 654480 British Collector's 1997 teddy bear
Rose 38, rose pink mohair body with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with red and white tag, original cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 02796 of 3,000, 38cm high, boxed with
original outer cardboard packaging and certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 91
Steiff (Germany) 406065 British Collector's 1907 replica teddy
bear, brown mohair plush body with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with black and white tag, original cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 01210 of 3,000, 60cm high, boxed with
certificate of authenticity and promotional literature booklet
Estimate: £100.00 - £130.00

Lot: 92
Steiff (Germany) 3810/17 Jolanthe pig, trademark 'Steiff' button
to ear with red and yellow tag, 24cm long, boxed; 094507 Cosy
Piggy, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and yellow tag,
22cm long; 3610/22 Grissy Donkey, trademark 'Steiff' button to
ear with red and yellow tag, 28cm high; other Steiff animals (6)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 93
Steiff (Germany) 406898 teddy bear 1922 replica, white mohair
body with growler, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with black
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and white tag, original circular black and white cardboard tag to
chest, Limited Edition 00748 of 5,000, 31cm high and a Steiff
(Germany) 661747 Polar Ted, white mohair body with growler,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, Limited
Edition 00220 of 2,000, 40cm high (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 94
Steiff (Germany) British Collector's Baby Bear set 1989-1993,
comprising 654497 British Collector's bear 1989, golden blonde
mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white
tag, original cardboard chest tag, 17cm high; 654497 British
Collector's bear 1990, golden yellow blonde mohair body,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag,
cardboard chest tag, 17cm high; 654497 British Collector's bear
1991, black mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with
red and white tag, original cardboard chest tag, 17cm high;
654497 British Collector's bear 1992, white mohair body,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, original
cardboard chest tag, 17cm high and ; 654497 British Collector's
bear 1993, brown mohair body, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear
with red and white tag, original cardboard chest tag, 17cm high,
Limited Edition 01350 of 1,847, presented in a berghandy silk
line wooden case with certificate of authenticity and literature
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 95
Steiff (Germany) 411656 - 1913 Baseball Player replica doll,
1995, wearing an American grey wool felt kit, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear, black and white tag to shorts, Limited Edition
00601 of 1,200, 45cm high, boxed with certificate of authenticity
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 96
Steiff (Germany) 000669 Classic 1920 replica teddy bear, pale
golden mohair body with growler, trademark 'Steiff' button to
ear with yellow and red tag, original red and white cardboard
chest tag, original cardboard tags to foot, 35cm high; Steiff
(Germany) 000799 Classic 1920 replica teddy bear, pale pink
body with growler, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow
and red tag, 34cm high and a Steiff (Germany) 005121 Classic
teddy bear, cinnamon mohair with growler, trademark 'Steiff'
button to ear with yellow and red tag, 43cm high (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 97
Steiff (Germany) 037214 Paul the growling teddy bear, golden
mohair body with growler, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with
red and white tag, Limited Edition 02179 of 3,000, 31cm high
and a Steiff (Germany) 420566 Club Edition 2006/2007 teddy
bear, light golden yellow mohair body with squeaking piece,
trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, original
cardboard tag to foot, 25cm high (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 98
Steiff (Germany) 656194 - 2006 Summer Festival teddy bear,
golden blonde mohair body, wearing a straw hat, trademark
'Steiff' button to ear with red and white tag, original cardboard
chest tag and tag to arm, Limited Edition 01308 of 2,006, 26cm
high
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 99
Steiff (Germany) 654466 Dylan Spring time teddy bear, golden
blonde mohair body with growler, holding a 075438 Pilla Duck,
each with trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and red
tag, 36cm high; Steiff (Germany) 654688 Noel Christmas teddy
bear, golden blonde mohair body, wearing a red and white
Santa jacket with hat, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear with
yellow and red tag, original yellow and red cardboard tag to
jacket, 28cm high and a Steiff (Germany) 654701 Danbury Mint
Millenium teddy bear, pale white mohair body, wearing a
medallion on a yellow ribbon, trademark 'Steiff' button to ear
with yellow and red tag, presented with original drawstring bag,
31cm high (3)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 100
Steiff (Germany) 406225 - 1909 replica teddy bear, light blonde
mohair body, wearing a red bow around his neck, trademark
'Steiff' button to ear with yellow and red tag, 33cm high; Steiff
(Germany) 660337 anniversary teddy bear 1902 - 2002, golden
blonde mohair body with growler, trademark 'Steiff' button to
ear with yellow and red tag, 29cm high; other teddy bears
including a Metro soft teddy bear (4)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 101
A William Crawford & Sons Ltd novelty tinplate Fairy Tree
biscuit money box, printed with Mabel Lucie Attwell's
illustrations, 36cm high, the base 13cm diameter  
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 102
A late 19th century John Harper Co. (England) unpainted cast
brass novelty 'Hoop La Bank' mechanical money bank, the
mechanism works when a coin is placed in the dog's mouth and
the release lever is pressed, the dog jumps through the clown's
hoop depositing the coin into the barrel, 19cm high x 21cm
wide, c.1897  The 'Hoop La Bank' was patented by John
Harper Co. (England) on the 15th April 1897.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 103
A late 19th century American painted cast iron mechanical
money bank, modelled as a black man wearing a white top hat
and red button through shirt with blue bow tie, his left arm
truncated with a lever behind to operate the raised right hand
towards his open mouth, 21cm high, c.1890
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 104
An early 20th century painted cast iron money bank, modelled
as a young black man wearing a red button through shirt with
blue bow tie and white collar, 12cm high, c.1920
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 105
An early 20th century painted cast iron money bank, modelled
as a black labourer wearing a yellow hat and shirt with red
braces and black trousers, 14cm high, probably by Hubley
(America)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 106
A late 19th century English painted cast iron money bank,
modelled as a Golly wearing a blue dress jacket with fins, white
buttoned shirt and red bow tie with red trousers, 17cm high,
c.1890
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 107
A Johann Distler (Germany) or similar tinplate mechanical
money bank, in the form of a trackside signal box, tinprinted
detail with tiled roof, semaphore home signal, 16cm high x
10cm wide, unmarked, c.1930 For a similar example of this
money bank, see Davidson, Al. Penny Lane, A History of
Antique Toy Banks, p.201
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 108
Advertising - a Robertson tinplate rounded rectangular wall
thermometer, 'Camels Have a Real Cigarette! Sold Here', red
background, 34cm high; Fredk Smith's Aston Model Ales - a
rectangular cardboard advertising sign, printed in colours with a
gentleman raising a pint, 48cm x 36cm; various tobacco
rectangular tinplate advertisements on cardboard including
Ogden's and Ronson (9)  
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 109
Advertising - an electrical shop display figure in the form of a
clown with one foot raised upon a tea crate, his left hand
holding a rod upon the crate, pale blue hair, painted features,
dressed in traditional clown costume, 128cm high Provenance -
formerly used as a promotional shop display item in the Derby
Co-operatitive department store
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 110
Advertising - an electrical shop display figure in the form of a
clown riding a unicycle, his left hand holding a tambourine and
his right holding a trumpet towards his mouth, green hair,
painted features, dressed in traditional clown costume,
mounted on a black painted square base, 104cm high
Provenance - formerly used as a promotional shop display item
in the Derby Co-operatitive department store
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 111
Advertising - an early 20th century rectangular enamel point of
sale retail display sign, red and white lettering on a blue ground,
Park Drive For Pleasure, 10 for 4D. Plain or Cork Tip 5 for 2D.,
76cm x 51cm
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 112
Advertising - an early 20th century circular double sided enamel
point of sale retail display sign, blue and red lettering on a white
ground with a red border, Pratts Motor Oil, marked '12/29
Bruton, Palmers Green N.', 53cm diameter
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 113
Advertising - an early 20th century Colman's enamel
rectangular point of sale retail display sign, in blue on a white
ground, Colman's Starch, 41cm x 158cm
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 114
Advertising - a Lego promotional shop display plastic figure,
wearing a white construction helmet, red zip up jacket with
'Lego' identification pass and blue trousers, 50cm high
Provenance - formerly used as a promotional shop display item
in the Derby Co-operatitive department store
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 115
Advertising - a Lego promotional shop display plastic figure,
wearing a white construction helmet, blue zip up jacket with
'Lego' identification pass and red trousers, 50cm high
Provenance - formerly used as a promotional shop display item
in the Derby Co-operatitive department store
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 116
Advertising - a Lego promotional shop display plastic figure,
wearing a white construction helmet, blue zip up jacket with
'Lego' identification pass and red trousers, 50cm high
Provenance - formerly used as a promotional shop display item
in the Derby Co-operatitive department store  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 117
Advertising - The Metal Box Company Ltd (Hudson Scott
Branch), a mid 20th century advertising sign/tablet, Picture
Show, printed with various actors and actresses including
Charlie Chaplin and John Wayne, on a cream ground, 75cm x
49cm, remains of original Metal Box Company Ltd label to
corner
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 118
Advertising - The Metal Box Company Ltd (Hudson Scott
Branch), a mid 20th century advertising sign/tablet, Comic Cuts,
printed with various comic characters, on a green ground, 75cm
x 49cm, remains of original Metal Box Company Ltd label to
corner
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 119
Advertising - The Metal Box Company Ltd (Hudson Scott
Branch), a mid 20th century advertising sign/tablet, Film Fun,
printed with Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, on a yellow ground,
75cm x 49cm, original Metal Box Company Ltd label to corner
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 120
Advertising - a collection of early 20th century and later biscuit,
confectionary and miscellaneous tins, comprising a Burnett Ltd
novelty four slot saving tin, a Monk & Glass cylindrical Custard
Powder tin and a Wrights Christmas Assortment tin, others
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including His Master's Voice record and tape car kit tin (25)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 121
A Huntley & Palmers novelty biscuit tin, in the form of a
terrestrial globe, tin printed detail, hinged lid, raised upon four
gilt ball feet, RDNo. 460405, 21cm high and a Huntley and
Palmers novelty tin, in the form of suitcase, tin printed detail
with the letters 'H.P' and faux advertising labels, 21cm wide x
16cm deep (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 122
Sporting Interest - A Victorian London Taylor Brothers
hexagonal mustard tin, the panels printed with sporting scenes
including Tennis, Shooting, Cricket and Fishing on a green
ground, 'B.&.Ms Pat.', 9cm high  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 123
Advertising - an American U.S. Postage Stamps wall mounted
dispenser, model S67, blue and red metal body with white 'U.S.
POSTAGE STAMPS' decals to sides, three single Quarter (25
cents) slots with release levers to front, 57cm high, c.1970
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 124
Advertising - a 20th century Planters (Kraft Foods) Pennant
Salted Peanuts hexagonal clear moulded glass counter shop
display jar, moulded on front and rear sides with text and
trademark Mr.Peanut icon, the cover moulded with a peanut,
32cm high, Made in Italy
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 125
Advertising - a 20th century Planters (Kraft Foods) Pennant
Salted Peanuts hexagonal clear moulded glass counter shop
display jar, moulded on front and rear sides with text and
trademark Mr.Peanut icon, the cover moulded with a peanut,
32cm high, Made in Italy (Fault - chip to underside of lid)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 126
Royal and Commemorative Interest, tins - a Macfarlane Lang &
Co. HM The Queen, Queen Victoria, shaped square biscuit tin,
the lid with a circular portrait, Victoria Regina monogram to
corners, the border with printed flowers, 17cm wide, 7cm high;
others including Cadbury's and Carr & Co. (5)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 127
Advertising - an early 20th century Huntley and Palmers novelty
biscuit tin in the form of eight embossed books, Sir Walter Scott
novels comprising Waverley, Guy Mannering, Rob Roy, Heart
of Midlothian, Ivanhoe, The Abbot, Kenilworth and Woodstock,
bound together with simulated leather strap and buckle made
from tinplate, complete with bookmark pull tab, 16cm high,
16cm wide, 12cm deep, c.1901
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 128
Advertising - an early 20th century Huntley and Palmers novelty
biscuit tin in the form of eight embossed books with marbled
pages, classic novels comprising History of England, Pilgrims
Progress, Burns, Pickwick Papers, Robinson Crusoe, Gulliver's
Travels, Self Help and Shakespeare, bound together with
simulated leather strap and buckle made from tinplate,
complete with bookmark pull tab, 16cm high, 16cm wide, 12cm
deep, c.1901
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 129
Advertising - an early 20th century Huntley & Palmers novelty
biscuit tin in the form of a revolving bookcase enclosing various
titles including Farthest North, The Three Muskateers, Uncle
Tom's Cabin and In Darkest Africa, raised upon four ball feet,
printed detail, 16cm high, 12cm wide, 11cm deep
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 130
Advertising - an early 20th century Huntley & Palmers novelty
biscuit tin in the form of a North African hexagonal table,
typically decorated in the Moorish taste, 16.5cm high, 18.5cm
wide, lithographed to base, c.1920
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 131
Advertising - an early 20th century Huntley & Palmers novelty
biscuit tin in the shape of an artist's palette, printed with various
portraits and landscapes to the edge, the hinged lid printed with
a portrait of a busker playing the Hurdy Gurdy, 24cm long,
c.1920
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 132
Advertising - an early 20th century Crawford's novelty biscuit tin
in the form of a George III slope top knife box, printed detail
with faux oval paterae and boxwood stringing, 24cm high, 18cm
wide, 18cm deep
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 132A
Advertising - a late 19th century ebonised rectangular shop
counter display cabinet with two single glass shelves,
rectangular base carved 'J.S Fry & Son Ltd', the lettering picked
out in gilt, glazed front and side glass panels, sliding doors to
verso with mirror backed panels to the interior, 67cm high,
68cm wide, c.1890
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 133
A collection of Elastolin, Lineol and other similar painted
composition military figures, comprising French Infantry from
the Franco-Prussian War, various poses; British soldiers,
others, various regiments and countries including some figures
on horseback (quantity)
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 134
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A 20th century Ray Cooper child's Penny Farthing bicycle, red
frame, black Dunlop plastic seat, spoke wheels, 97cm high
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 135
NFIC (Hong Kong) No.3040 plastic and friction driven Rolls-
Royce, grey plastic body with red interior, painted plastic seated
driver figure, opening windows, chrome style grille and mascot,
26cm long, boxed
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 136
A Yonezawa (Japan) No.738 plastic and battery operated Army
Jeep, military green body with U.S. decal to bonnet, seated
driver figure and seated companion to rear platform firing the
rotating Ack-Ack gun, 28cm long, boxed with original inner
cardboard display packaging piece - illustrated lid
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 137
An Alps (Japan) mechanical Santa Claus, painted rubber face,
dressed in traditional red costume and holding a bell, fixed key
to side, 18cm high, boxed; a Chinese clockwork novelty clown,
painted rubber face, dressed in traditional clown costume and
holding a pair of cymbals, fixed key to side, 19cm high,
unboxed; a Nomura Toys (T.N Toys, Japan) remote control and
battery operated flock covered somersaulting pup, 22cm long,
boxed and a Swiss tinplate Fido's musical dog house, fitted with
a Swiss musical mechanism, tin printed detail, 19cm high,
unboxed (4)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 138
A Tri-ang Electric 1/20 scale plastic and battery operated MG
Series MGA sports car, cream body with red interior seating,
clear plastic windscreen intact, 20cm long, boxed with original
inner cardboard display stand piece and operating instructions
leaflet, c.1950 (Faults - missing battery box cover, clear plastic
windscreen is slightly bent and two small plastic parts missing
to either side above the front grille)   
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 139
A Victory Models 1/14 scale plastic and battery operated
Conveyancer Fork Lift Truck, orange body with black fork lift,
20cm high, boxed with three tinplate pallets, black plastic crane
attachment and original inner cardboard packaging pieces  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 140
A DC Comics Supercase for carrying vinyl records, printed
cardboard with various superheroes including Batman and
Robin, Wonder Woman, The Joker, Bat-Girl, Supergirl and
Superman, white plastic carrying handle, 20cm x 20cm, c.1976
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 141
A Marx Dr.Who and the Dalek Rolykins figure, black plastic
body with two single gold bands, red plastic detachable parts,
3.5cm high, boxed, c.1960; a Selcol 'Happy Hattie' mottled

plastic novelty chick, 8cm high, boxed and A West German
tinplate car and garage, tin printed detail, unboxed (3)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 142
A Marx Super Power ricochet toy cap gun rifle, boxed, c.1960
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 143
A Kenner No.46000 Indiana Jones action figure from the film
Indiana Jones Raiders of the Lost Ark, complete with clothing
and accessories, 30cm high, window boxed
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 144
Toys - a Glevum Series Blow Football game, boxed - illustrated
lid; a British manufactured Blow Football game, boxed -
illustrated lid; a British manufactured Table Tennis the Glevum"
set  boxed - illustrated lid; a German (D.R.G.M.) painted
wooden construction kit  boxed with illustrated paper label to lid;
Dinky Toys 46 (A2171) pavement sections  boxed etc"
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 145
Toys - a Randall & Wood Huckleberry Hound and Yogi Bear
breakfast set, comprising a plastic egg coddler and a set of salt
and pepper pots, boxed with original inner cardboard packaging
piece, c.1960; a Chinese tinplate kitchen range, boxed; a Peter
Pan series mysterious tantalus vase, boxed; a Pepys Muffin the
Mule children's stationary set, boxed; other toys including a
Pepys Felix Fuzzitail children's stationary set, boxed (quantity)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 146
An Automat (Switzerland) engineer set, comprising various
mechanical engineering parts and accessories, presented in
original Automat bespoke wooden case with various literature
including a parts list
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 147
A Deluxe Toy Co. Ltd 'Topper Toys' No.6025 Johnny Seven
(O.M.A.) One Man Army gun, retractable bi-pod piece to base
with grenade launcher, armour piercing shell and anti-tank
rocket, displayed in original illustrated  cardboard lower box
piece, c.1964  
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 148
A Deluxe Toy Co. Ltd No.22 Junior Chief toy set, comprising
hook and ladder fire truck with various plastic firefighter figures,
pumper truck with hose and seated plastic figures to interior
seating, junior chief badge, red plastic fireman helmet with
adjustable chin strap and various plastic fireman figures with
detachable accessories, boxed -illustrated box
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 149
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Britains 1:32 scale die-cast and plastic No.9520 Massey-
Ferguson farm tractor, red body with grey engine, grey plastic
hubs and black tyres, seated plastic driver figure wearing a
green jacket, window boxed; others (3)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 150
A collection of 1930's illustrative cardboard cut outs, comprising
various subject matters, fruit and flowers, seaside related,
Roman and Greek figures, Nativity figures and Christmas
related, each set in an envelope (6)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 151
Subbuteo Table Soccer World Cup Edition set, complete with
various literature, 1978 'B' version, boxed with inner
polystyrene display pieces - illustrated lid
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 152
Subbuteo Table Soccer accessories, comprising C.101 set A.
Continental Floodlighting two pylons, boxed with inner
cardboard display packaging; C.111 'Continental' type
scoreboard, boxed; C.125 training kit B., boxed; C.132 'Throw-
In' figures, boxed; other Subbuteo Football, Rugby and Cricket
accessories, mostly boxed (small quantity)  

Lot: 153
Schoenhut (America) and similar painted composition Circus
animals and figures , comprising two performers in costume, a
lady rider, a ringmaster, a seated jockey in attire, a Horse, an
Elephant, various dogs, other painted composition animals
(quantity) (Faults and later restorations)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 154
A collection of model ships including Fleetline 1:1200 scale
No.FM3B HMS Fantome, presented in packet; various Tri-ang
Minic ships etc (40)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 155
Toys - four sets of Conher Barval (Spain) No.15 plastic Sherriff
badges, displayed on original shop display cardboard; a Wright
& Umney Ltd. London Camberwick Green soap model of
Captain Snort, 11cm high, boxed, c.1970; a Marx Toys (Hong
Kong) No.5339 Mr.Funny friction driven plastic car, 11cm long,
boxed, c.1977; other T.V. related and novelty toys including a
Moko Lesney Muffin the Mule Junior string puppet, unboxed
(13)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 156
A Lone Star James Bond 007 die-cast metal sniper rifle, one-
hundred shot cap repeater with two 'snap-fit' sections, boxed -
illustrated box with later generic person
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 156A
A Deluxe Toy Co. Ltd 'Topper Toys' Secret Sam attachÃ© case,
comprising gun and various accessories, displayed with original
inner polystyrene display piece (Faults - various parts missing
including camera and bullets)
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 157
Folk-Art - three novelty painted metal figures with
interchangeable limbs, comically modelled, each 12cm high,
probably American, c.1930/1940; a miniature Folk-Art painted
wooden hunting set, comprising two huntsmen on horseback,
three hounds and a fox etc (11)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 158
A Meccano Car Constructor No.1 outfit, comprising blue and
red components and parts including a clockwork motor, boxed
with original instructions booklet, c.1933 - the contents has
been carefully later restrung on original inner cardboard display
piece, illustrated colourful label to green lid
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 159
A Meccano shop display model of a windmill, constructed using
mostly yellow parts, fitted with an electric motor, raised and
displayed on a black wooden plinth, 65cm high
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 160
A Moko Lesney Muffin the Mule Junior string puppet, painted
white and black die-cast metal body, red harness, complete
with original finger strings and white cotton tail, boxed -
illustrated lid, c.1950
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 161
A Cecil Coleman Gerry Anderson's Fireball XL5 Steve Zodiac
puppet, unboxed, c.1962; a Cecil Coleman Gerry Anderson's
Thunderbirds Scott Tracy puppet, unboxed; a Century 21 Toys
(Hong Kong) The Angels jewellery set from Captain Scarlet and
the Mysterons, cardboard backed; other ephemera including
Century 21 33 r.p.m. mini albums (7)  
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 162
Lone Star (England) - a No.1800 trade box containing twenty
three Charles and Diana commemorative plastic royal wedding
brooches, plain cardboard trade box stamped '1800' and a
No.1802 trade box containing eleven Charles and Diana
commemorative plastic royal wedding pendants, plain
cardboard box stamped '1802' (2)

Lot: 163
Enamelled badges, including Butlins from Filey, Ayr, Clacton,
Skegness (*25); early Motor Agents Association 1928 and
1930; Union; Hackney Wick Speedway (3); medallions
including School Attendance, religious etc (quantity)
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 164
Tri-ang Spot-On 1:42 scale 111a/1 Ford Thames Trader,
maroon cab with cream top and roof, maroon box trailer with
cream interior, various 'British Railways' decals to sides, boxed
with original inner cardboard packaging piece and original
sticker at one end of the lid with correct colour spot
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 165
*Tri-ang Spot-On 1:42 scale 158a/2 Bedford 'S' type 2000
gallon 'Shell BP' Tanker, green cab with cream interior seating,
black chassis to cab, red tanker chassis with red tank,
advertising decals to sides, boxed with original inner cardboard
packaging pieces (Faults - general paint loss and wear, one
corner of lid is split and torn)  *VAT TO BE APPLIED TO
HAMMER PRICE
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 166
Matchbox (Lesney) Series die-cast models, comprising No.3
Mercedes-Benz Binz Ambulance, boxed; No.8 Ford Mustang,
boxed; No.9 Cabin Cruiser and trailer, boxed; No.10 Pipe truck,
boxed; No.12 Safari Land Rover, boxed; No.24 Hydraulic
Excavator, boxed and No.29 Fire Pumper truck, boxed (7)
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 167
Matchbox (Lesney) Series die-cast models, comprising No.41
Ford G.T. car, boxed; No.42 Studebaker Station wagon, boxed;
No.42 Iron Fairy crane, boxed; No.47 D.A.F. tipper container
truck, boxed; No.51 eight wheel tipper, boxed; No.53 Ford
Zodiac, boxed; No.59 Fire Chief car, boxed; No.65 Class
Combine Harvester, boxed and No.73 Ferrari racing car, boxed
(9)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 168
Matchbox (Lesney) Series die-cast models, comprising No.3
Mercedes-Benz Binz Ambulance, boxed; No.5 Routemaster
bus, boxed; No.17 Matchbox Removals Service van, boxed;
No.36 Austin A50 car, boxed; No.56 London Trolleybus, boxed;
No.61 Alvis Stalwart, boxed; No.62 T.V. Service van, boxed;
No.72 Fordson Tractor and Matchbox 75 No.25 Toyota Celica
GT, boxed (9)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 169
Matchbox (Lesney) Series die-cast models, comprising  No.33
Ford Zodiac; No.36 Austin A50; No.43 Hillman Minx; No.44
Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud; No.46 Morris Minor; No.57 Wolseley
1500; No.59 Singer" Ford Thames van; No.65 Jaguar 3.4 litre;
others  all unboxed (26)"
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 170
Matchbox (Lesney) Superfast die-cast models, comprising No.6
Ford pick-up truck, boxed; No.10 pipe truck, boxed; No.27
Mercedes-Benz 230SL car, boxed; No.54 Cadillac Ambulance,
boxed; No.55 Police car, boxed; No.57 Landrover Fire truck,
boxed; No.59 Fire Chief car, boxed and No.62 Mercury Cougar,
boxed (8)

Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 171
Matchbox (Lesney) Superfast die-cast models, comprising No.3
Porsche Turbo, boxed; No.7 Volkswagen Golf, boxed; No.11
Car Transporter, boxed; No.25 Flat Car/Container, boxed;
No.26 Site Dumper, boxed; No.43 Steam Locomotive, boxed;
No.44 Passenger Coach, boxed; No.48 Sambron Jacklift,
boxed; No.54 Personnel Carrier, boxed; others, all boxed (12)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 172
Matchbox (Lesney) Superfast die-cast models, comprising No.8
Wild Cat Dragster, boxed; No.20 Lamborghini Marzal, boxed;
No.30 eight-wheel crane, boxed; No.34 Formula 1 racing car,
boxed; No.46 Mercedes 300 S.E., boxed; No.59 Fire Chief car,
boxed; No.73 Mercury Commuter, boxed; SF-11 track pack,
boxed; SF-12 loop pack, boxed and SF-15 curve pack, boxed
(10)  
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 173
Matchbox (Lesney) Superfast and Streakers die-cast models,
comprising No.1 Dodge Challenger, boxed; No.3 Monteverdi
Hal, boxed; No.4 Pontiac Firebird, boxed; No.5 Lotus Europa,
boxed; No.6 Mercedes 350SL, boxed; No.8 De Tomaso
Pantera, boxed; No.9 AMX Javelin, boxed; others, all boxed (29)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 174
Matchbox (Lesney) carry case, containing various die-cast
models including Corgi, Husky, Matchbox Superfast etc (47)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 175
Matchbox (Lesney) Series and Models of Yesteryear die-cast
models, comprising No.1 Allchin 7-N.H.P. Traction Engine,
boxed; No.4 Sentinel Steam Wagon, boxed; No.6 Dump Truck,
boxed; No.15 empty box only; No.19 MG Midget sports car,
boxed; others including Benbros and Moko series models,
mostly boxed (18)
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 176
Matchbox (Lesney) Series and Benbros die-cast models,
including No.5 Albion Chieftain; No.26 Austin A50 car; others,
all unboxed (quantity)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 177
Lone Star 'Flyers' scale die-cast metal models, comprising
No.12 Chrysler Imperial, metallic blue body with pinstripe detail
and red interior, boxed; No.16 Motorway Police car, white body
with red 'Police' decal across the bonnet, blue light to roof, lime
green interior, boxed; No.18 Ford (G.B.) Corsair, metallic steel
purple body with red pinstripe detail and orange interior, boxed;
No.28 Peugeot 404, metallic red body with white pinstripe
detail, boxed; Lone Star 'Impy' supercars, No.17 Mercedes-
Benz 220SE, cream body with blue interior, window boxed
andNo.24 Foden open truck, blue cab, black chassis and
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orange plastic truck, boxed (6)
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 178
Lone Star 'Flyers' scale die-cast models, comprising No.9
Maserati Mistral, red body with fawn type interior, boxed with
literature; No.11 Gran Turismo Coupe, steel metallic blue body
with orange interior, boxed with literature; No.22 Rolls Royce
Silver Cloud III, metallic maroon body with fawn interior seats,
boxed with literature; No.23 Alfa Romeo Giulia 1600 Spider,
metallic blue body with off white interior seating, boxed with
literature and No.36 Lotus Europa G.T., yellow body with blue
interior, boxed with literature; other die-cast models including
Matchbox and Majorette (11)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 179
Schuco Schreyer & Co. (Germany) 1:90 scale Piccolo die-cast
models, comprising Austin Mini, boxed; Buick 50 car and
speedboat with trailer, both boxed and presented in clear
plastic packaging; motorcycle and sidecar, boxed and a boxed
set including Porsche Spyder, Porsche 356 cabriolet and
Porsche tractor, each singularly boxed (4)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 180
Siku (Germany) 3722 1/55 scale truck with Circus trailers,
boxed; Corgi C1143/2 97320 American LaFrance aerial ladder
truck, Corgi D41/1 Barton 1908-1989 set, boxed; Corgi I AEC
Regal & I Bedford OB set, boxed; Corgi 97190 AEC Regal
coach, boxed; Corgi Classics 52701 Chicago Mack B series
aerial ladder truck, boxed; Corgi Classics C949/3 Beford type
OB coach 'Northern Dundee', boxed; Corgi Classics 97102
Bedford type OB coach 'Skill's', boxed; others including Limited
Edition Corgi Vintage Glory of Steam die-cast models and a
Dinky Toys Die-cast Delights magazine, all models are boxed
(15)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 181
Siku (Germany) V287 Hanomag Robust 900 from the 'Super-
Serie' range, fawn/grey type body, red plastic hubs, boxed;
Britains No.9720 120m/m B.A.T gun, military green body,
boxed with original inner cardboard display stand; Crescent
No.1250 PDR light artillery gun, military green body, boxed with
inner cardboard display stand; other die-cast models including
Corgi, Mebetoys (Italy) and Matchbox (6)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 182
Crescent Toys die-cast models, comprising two D-type 3.5 litre
Jaguar sports cars, British racing green body with black and
white racing number '4' to sides and front, white driver figure to
interior, both unboxed; Crescent Toys Gordini 2.5 litre Grand
prix car, pale blue body with black and white racing number
'14', white driver figure to inter; other Dinky Toys and Corgi
Toys, all unboxed and mostly playworn (11)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 183
Gilbow Exclusive First Editions (EFE) 1:76 scale die-cast

models buses and vehicles, all boxed (22)  
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 184
Gilbow Exclusive First Editions (EFE) 1:76 scale die-cast
models buses and vehicles, all boxed (25)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 185
Sun Star 1:24 scale 2908: RM 870 - WLT 870: Limited Edition
Routemaster bus, detailed interior with opening bonnet,
detailed engine, poseable wheels and detailed chassis, boxed
with certificate of authenticity and inner polystyrene packaging
pieces, No.1188 of 4,500
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 186
Vanguards (Lledo) 1:64 scale die-cast 1950's and 1960's
Classic Commercial vehicles, boxed (10)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 187
Die-cast model catalogues and literature, comprising a Tri-ang
Spot-On 1960 first edition catalogue, a Corgi Toys 1960
catalogue, two Dinky Toys 1961 9th edition catalogues, others
including Merit, Meccano, Scalextric, Tri-ang Railways, Tudor
Minibrix and Lego (quantity)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 188
Die-cast models, comprising Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys and
Lesney, various models including Military vehicles, all unboxed
and mostly playworn (quantity in one box)

Lot: 189
Dinky Toys 122 Volvo 265 DL Estate car, cream body with a
red interior, boxed; Corgi 97209 Guy Arab bus 'Walsall', boxed;
Corgi Golden Oldies 06502 Morris 1000 'Nestle's' advertising
van, boxed; Corgi Classics 07202 Land Rover Public Address
vehicle with clowns, boxed; Corgi Classics 30307 Police Mobile
Column Thames trader control unit, boxed; other die-cast
models including Lledo 'Days Gone', all boxed (9)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 190
Dinky Toys DY-2 Chevrolet Bel Air 1957 car, red body, window
boxed; DY-3 M.G.B. GT 1965 car, blue body, window boxed;
274 Ford Transit Ambulance, window boxed; 284 London Taxi,
black body with ivory white interior and seated driver figure,
window boxed; other die-cast models including Matchbox Battle
Kings and Matchbox, mostly boxed (21)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 196
Dublo Dinky Toys 065 Morris Pick-Up truck, red body, grey
plastic wheels, boxed; Dinky Toys 341Land-Rover trailer,
orange body, red ridged hubs and grey wheels, boxed with
correct colour spot; 428 Trailer (large), grey body with black
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front chassis, red hubs and grey wheels, boxed (Faults - one
side flap is loose but present, the other side flap and end flap
are missing) and a Dinky Supertoys 965 Euclid Dump truck,
pale yellow cab and body with 'Stone Ore Earth' and 'Euclid'
decals to sides, pale yellow hubs, boxed with original inner
cardboard packaging piece - blue and white stripe illustrated
box lid (4)
Estimate: £50.00 - £60.00

Lot: 197
Dinky Toys pre-war military vehicles, various tanks and cars;
Dinky Supertoys 503 Foden Flat Truck with tailboard empty box
only, blue cardboard box with orange and white illustrated label
to lid (small quantity)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 198
Dinky Toys No.4 Engineering Staff miniature figures for O
Gauge, boxed with original inner cardboard display piece; 190
Caravan, two tone blue and cream body, boxed - yellow
illustrated box; 251 Aveling-Barford Diesel Roller, green body
with red wheels and painted seated driver figure, boxed - yellow
illustrated box; 301 Field-Marshall tractor, orange body with
green wheels and painted seated driver figure, boxed with
original cardboard packaging piece - yellow illustrated box;
others, all boxed (7)     (Faults)
Estimate: £100.00 - £130.00

Lot: 199
Dinky Toys 721 Junkers JU 87B Stuka, olive green body with
deep yellow nose cone and fin, plastic figures to cockpit, decals
to wings, plated type bomb to underside, displayed on original
cardboard plinth with a set of unused Squadron decals sheet;
another for spares or repairs, displayed on original cardboard
plinth with vacuform cover (Faults) and a set of unused
Squadron decals sheet; 725 F-4K Phantom II, blue body with
various decals including roundels, seated pilot and passenger
figure to cockpit, yellow plastic bomb to underside, displayed on
original cardboard plinth (3)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 200
Dinky Toys 702 D.H. Comet Airliner, blue and white body with
silver wings, 'G-ALYV' across one side of one of the wings,
boxed - blue and white striped illustrated lid; 905 Foden Flat
Truck with chains, green cab, 2nd type radiator, green flat truck
and chassis with pale green hubs, six rounded chain post
bosses with chain, boxed - blue and white striped illustrated lid;
942 Foden 14-Ton Tanker, dark navy blue cab and chassis with
red and white tanker, fawn type 'Regent' decals to sides, 'TT
Regent' decal to rear side of the tanker, black ladder attached
to side and roof, red hubs, boxed - blue and white striped
illustrated lid (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 201
Dinky Toys 697, 25 - Pounder Field Gun set, khaki green body,
khaki green ridged hubs, painted seated driver figure, boxed
with inner cardboard display piece (Fault - part of the field gun
is broken); 982 Pullmore Car Transporter, mid-blue cab, pale
blue transporter section, mid-blue ridged hubs, boxed with 994
loading ramp piece - blue and white striped illustrated lid (2)

Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 202
Dinky Toys 641 Army 1-ton Cargo Truck, military green body
and ridged hubs, painted seated driver figure to cab, boxed
(Fault - box is missing one end flap); 651 Centurion Tank,
military green body with black rubber tracks, boxed (Faults -
box lid has one corner split and torn and model is in need of a
clean) (2)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 203
Dinky Toys 623 Army covered wagon, military green cab,
chassis and tinplate cover, military green hubs, boxed; 641
Army 1-ton cargo truck, military green cab with painted seated
driver figure, chassis and tinplate cover, military green hubs,
boxed; 677 armoured command vehicle, army green body with
army green hubs, boxed and a Dinky Supertoys 698 Tank
Transporter with tank gift set, comprising tank transporter,
military green cab and body with painted seated driver figure,
651 Centurion Tank, military green body with black rubber
tracks, boxed with original inner cardboard packaging pieces
and original cardboard display stand piece - blue and white
striped illustrated lid (4)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 204
Dinky Toys 533 Leyland Cement Wagon, bright yellow cab,
chassis and body with 'Portland Blue Circle Cement' advertising
decals to cab sides, black 'Ferrocrete Saves Time' decals to
wagon sides, bright yellow hubs, boxed - blue and white stripe
and illustrated lid; 581 Horse Box, B.R. maroon body, various
decals to sides, grey tyres, boxed - blue box with white and
orange label to lid; 697 25-Pounder Field Gun set, boxed with
original inner cardboard display stand piece - yellow illustrated
lid and 771 International Road Signs set, boxed with inner
cardboard display piece - yellow illustrated lid (4)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 205
Dinky Toys 36a Armstrong-Siddeley car, khaki green body,
black chassis and running boards, plated radiator grille, black
ridged hubs with white tyres; 36b Bentley car, green body,
black chassis and running boards, plated radiator grille, black
ridged hubs with white tyres; 62y Giant High Speed Monoplane,
grey/green body with 'G-A TBK' across the wings, unboxed;
others including 6676 one dozen tyres, boxed (6)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 206
Dinky Toys 353 Shado 2 Mobile from the T.V. series U.F.O.,
rare metallic blue body, off white interior seating to cab, pale
green base, black plastic tracks and rollers, with original
cardboard display base and black and yellow plastic firing
missile  (Fault - missing clear plastic vacuform piece)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 207
Dinky Toys 351 U.F.O. Interceptor from the T.V. series U.F.O.,
metallic green body, silver interior with seated driver pilot, three
orange plastic tripod legs, with original cardboard display base
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and black and yellow plastic firing missile
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 208
Dinky Toys 351 U.F.O. Interceptor from the T.V. series U.F.O.,
later re-painted and customised white body with red decals and
silver parts, unboxed with white and red firing rocket; 353
Shado 2 Mobile from the T.V. series U.F.O., green body with
one decal to side, off white interior seating to cab, green base,
black plastic tracks with green rollers, black and yellow plastic
firing missile, unboxed; another with pale green base and later
painted silver and yellow plastic firing missile, unboxed and a
reproduction 'Dinky Toys' U.F.O. cardboard display stand for
models 351, 352 and 353, printed by Munro Print (4)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 209
Dinky Toys 283 B.O.A.C. coach, dark blue body with white roof,
various decals to body, pale blue ridged hubs, boxed (Fault -
one end flap is not present); 341 Land Rover trailer, orange
body with red ridged hubs and grey tyres, boxed (Fault - one
side flap at one end of the box is not present); 470 Austin
'Shell' van, two tone pale green and red body with yellow 'Shell'
advertising decals to sides, red ridged hubs, unboxed; 480
Bedford 'Kodak' van empty box (Fault - one end flap is not
present); 961 Blaw Knox bulldozer empty box and 994 Loading
Ramp for Pullmore car Transporter, pale blue body, boxed
(Faults - end flaps and side flaps are not present) (6)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 210
Dinky Toys 281 Military Hovercraft, military green body with
decals, presented on a cardboard plinth with vacuform plastic
piece; 353 Shado 2 Mobile, military green body, military green
wheels with black rubber tracks, presented on a cardboard
plinth with vacuform plastic piece; 691 Striker Anti-Tank vehicle,
military green body, presented on a cardboard plinth with
vacuform plastic piece; 692 Leopard Tank, military green body,
presented on a cardboard plinth with vacuform plastic piece
and 699 Leopard Recovery tank, military green body, presented
on a cardboard plinth with vacuform plastic piece (5)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 211
Dinky Toys 254 Austin Taxi, two tone green and yellow body,
painted seated driver figure, yellow ridged hubs, boxed - yellow
illustrated box with correct colour spot at both ends; 255
Mersey Tunnel Police van, red body, 'Mersey Tunnel' decals to
sides, red hubs, boxed - yellow illustrated box (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 212
Dinky Toys 202 Fiat Abarth 200 with Speedwheels, bright
orange and white body, boxed; 241 Lotus racing car, green
body with black and white racing number '24', plastic driver
figure, plated hubs, boxed; 1417 Matra F1 racing car, blue body
with black and white racing number '17', plastic driver figure,
boxed with various literature and Dinky Supertoys 987 ABC TV
Mobile Control Room, pale blue and grey body, 'A.B.C
Television' decals to sides, boxed with cameraman and camera
(4)  
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 213
Dinky Toys 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk (with windows), two
tone pale green and cream body, plated hubs with white tyres,
boxed - plain yellow and red cardboard box with price written in
pen on one end flap and 674 Austin Champ, military green
body with plastic seated driver figure, boxed -yellow illustrated
box (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 214
Dinky Toys 128 Mercedes-Benz 600, metallic berghandy body
with cream interior, seated plastic driver figure, contained in
original Perspex case with yellow plastic display stand; 131
Jaguar 'E' type 2+2, metallic bronzed/copper body, pale blue
interior, contained in original Perspex case with yellow plastic
display stand and 370 Dragster set, orange, white and yellow
body with seated plastic driver figure, boxed with release trigger
and original operating instructions sheet (3)
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 215
Dinky Toys 109 Austin Healey '100' sports car, deep yellow
body with black and white racing number '21' to bonnet and
side door panels, pale blue interior with seated white driver
figure, clear plastic windscreen intact, pale blue ridged hubs,
boxed with correct colour spot (Fault - two side flaps at one end
of the box are not present); 133 Cunningham C-5R Road Racer
car, white body with dark blue racing stripes and racing number
'31' to bonnet and side door panels, beige/brown interior with
seated pale blue driver figure, clear plastic windscreen intact,
blue ridged hubs, boxed and 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe car,
deep yellow body with yellow ridged hubs, boxed (Fault  -two
side flaps and one end flap are not present at one end of the
box) (3)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 216
Dinky Toys 104 Aston Martin DB3S racing car, pale blue body,
dark blue interior seat, blue ridged hubs, painted seated drive
figure to interior, boxed - yellow illustrated box with price written
in pen on one end flap
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 217
Dinky Toys 103 Spectrum Patrol car from the T.V. series
Captain Scarlet, later custom painted metallic maroon body,
lemon yellow interior, white plastic aerial and white base,
displayed on a later reproduction cardboard plinth and
vacuform plastic cover; 359 Eagle Transporter from the T.V.
series Space:1999, white body with metallic green parts,
displayed on a later reproduction cardboard plinth and
vacuform plastic cover and 360 Eagle Freighter from the T.V.
series Space:1999, over-painted white and red body, yellow
plastic 'Radioactive' drums to base, displayed on a later
reproduction cardboard plinth and vacuform plastic cover (3)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 218
Dinky Toys 101 Thunderbirds 2 & 4, green body with two red
plastic exhaust rockets, standing upon four yellow plastic legs,
the middle pod pushes down to reveal Thunderbird 4, boxed
with original inner cardboard display stand (Faults)
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Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 220
Dinky Supertoys 968 B.B.C. T.V. Roving Eye vehicle, dark
green body with crested decals to rear sides, pale grey platform
to roof with painted camera man with roving eye camera,
detachable silver plastic aerial to roof, pale grey hubs, boxed -
blue and white striped illustrated lid
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 221
Dinky Supertoys 965 Euclid rear dump truck, pale yellow body
and truck, black 'Euclid Stone Ore Earth' decals to side, pale
yellow hubs, boxed - blue and white striped illustrated lid
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 222
Dinky Supertoys 919 Robertson's Golden Shred" Guy van  red
cab and body with advertising decals to sides  yellow hubs 
boxed - blue and white striped illustrated lid; 955 Fire Engine 
red body with windows and extending ladder  red hubs and
grey tyres  boxed - blue and white striped illustrated lid (2)"
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 223
Dinky Supertoys 698 Tank Transporter with tank gift set,
comprising tank transporter, military green cab and body with
painted seated driver figure, 651 Centurion Tank, military green
body with black rubber tracks, boxed - blue and white striped
illustrated lid
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 224
Dinky Supertoys 660 Tank Transporter, military green body and
hubs, painted seated driver figure to cab, boxed - yellow and
red illustrated lid
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 225
Dinky Toys 431 Guy 4-ton lorry, blue cab and chassis, pale
blue trailer and hubs, boxed - yellow illustrated box lid
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 230
Corgi Classic die-cast models from The Chipperfields Circus
Range, comprising 96905 advance booking vehicle, boxed;
97022 AEC Regal living quarters, boxed; 97886 Scammell
Highwayman with crane, boxed; 97887 Bedford O articulated
horsebox, boxed; 97889 AEC cage truck and trailer, boxed;
97896 AEC pole truck, boxed; 97957 ERF 8 wheel rigid truck,
boxed; others, all boxed and the majority unopened with
original acid free tissue paper, various promotional literature
(12)
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 231
Corgi Classic die-cast models from The Showmans Range,
comprising 12601 Foden closed pole truck set, boxed; 16101

Scammell Highwayman crane set, boxed; 24401 Leyland 8
wheel rigid truck set, boxed; 27602 Atkinson 8 wheel rigid truck
and trailer with loads set, boxed; 27801 Atkinson open pole
truck set, boxed; others, all boxed (12)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 232
Corgi Classic die-cast models, comprising CC12303 The
Greatest Show on Earth Scammell Contractor - Austin Bros., a
Limited Edition of 2,000 distributed Worldwide, boxed with
literature; 12601 The Showman's Range Foden closed pole
truck, boxed with literature; CC12606 The Greatest Show on
Earth Scammell Crusader box trailer - Robert Bros., a Limited
Edition of 2,000 distributed Worldwide, boxed; 27602 The
Showman's Range Atkinson 8 wheel rigid truck and trailer with
loads set, boxed with literature; 27801 The Showman's Range
Atkinson open pole truck set, boxed with literature; 97896
Chipperfield's Circus AEC pole truck, boxed with literature;
others, all boxed (8)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 233
Corgi die-cast model buses from the Classic Commericials and
Classic Public Transport range, comprising 97173 Burlingham
Seagull Ribble, boxed; 97186 AEC Regal, boxed; 97201 Guy
Arab Birmingham, boxed; 97211 Leyland Tiger Bartons, boxed;
97214 Leyland Tiger PSI Skills Motor Coaches Ltd, boxed;
97230 Leyland Atlantean Ribble 'Gay Hostess', boxed and
97820 Daimler CW West Bromwich Corporation Transport,
boxed (7)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 234
Corgi Major Toys 1119 H.D.L. Hovercraft SR-N1, silver, blue
and white body with yellow plastic rudders, decals to sides,
boxed; 1121 Chipperfield's Circus Crane Truck, red cab and
body, pale blue painted lettering to sides, pale blue hubs,
boxed (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 235
Corgi Major Toys 1130 Chipperfields Circus horse transporter
with horses, red Bedford cab with lemon yellow interior, red
transporter body with pale blue plastic cover, plated hubs,
boxed with original cardboard display stand and six plastic
horses (Faults)  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 236
Corgi The Original Omnibus Company 1:76 scale die-cast
models, comprising 43508 Balloon Tram Wall's, boxed; 43515
Balloon Tram Car 721 Michelin, boxed;  44004 Brush Railcoach
Blackpool Zoo, boxed; OM43513 Double Deck Balloon Tram
HMS Coastguard, boxed; OM44009 Blackpool Brush Railcoach
The Laughing Donkey, boxed; OM44010 Blackpool Brush
Railcoach Metro Coastlines, boxed; OM44011 Blackpool Brush
Railcoach Fleetwood Market, boxed and Corgi Classics 43503
Blackpool Balloon Tram Pre-War, boxed (8)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 237
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Corgi The Original Omnibus Company, fourteen 1:76 scale
Limited Edition die-cast model buses and trolleybuses, each
boxed with outer cardboard box sleeve; eight Oxford Omnis N
Gauge die-cast trams and buses, each boxed with outer
cardboard box sleeve (22)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 238
Corgi The Original Omnibus Company, twenty four 1:76 scale
die-cast model trams and buses, mostly Limited Editions, all
boxed and the majority with original outer cardboard sleeves
(24)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 239
Corgi Toys 101 Platform Trailer, silver platform trailer, metallic
blue chassis, boxed; 405M Bedford Utilecon" Fire Tender  red
body with 'Fire Dept' gold decals to sides  ladder to roof  plated
spun hubs  boxed; 406 Land Rover (109" W.B.) empty box
only; others (Faults) (5)"
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 240
Corgi Toys 153A Proteus Campbell 'Bluebird' record car, light
blue body, U.K. flags to nose, black hubs, boxed (side flap
missing at one end and end flap is present but loose); Corgi
Major Toys 1103 Euclid TC-12 twin crawler tractor,
yellow/green body with metallic blue engine, beige rubber
tracks, boxed (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 241
Corgi Toys 158 Lotus Climax F/1 racing car, orange and white
body with black and white racing decal to bonnet, painted blue
plastic seated driver figure, window boxed; 229 Chevrolet
Corvair, pale blue body with lemon yellow interior, plated hubs,
boxed; Corgi Toys Whizzwheels393 Mercedes Benz 350SL,
metallic blue body with pale blue interior, tinted blue windows,
window boxed and a Dinky Toys 361 Zygon War Chariot, silver
and green body with black plastic missile launcher, two seated
plastic Astronaut type figures, red plastic missile, window boxed
(4)
Estimate: £70.00 - £90.00

Lot: 242
Corgi Toys 214 Ford Thunderbird car, pale green body with
cream upper roof, hubs applied with decals, boxed; 215 Ford
Thunderbird - open sports car, white body with pale blue interior
and silver seating, hubs applied with decals, boxed; 218 Aston
Martin D.B.4 car, pale yellow body with red interior, hubs
applied with spoked wire decals, boxed; 219 Plymouth sports
suburban station wagon, beige type body with pale brown roof,
red interior, plated hubs, boxed and 220 Chevrolet Impala car,
pale blue body with lemon yellow interior, hubs applied with
decals (Fault - one end flap and side flap are not present) (5)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 243
Corgi Toys 230 Mercedes-Benz 220SE Coupe car, berghandy
red body with lemon yellow interior, plated hubs, boxed; 236
Austin A60 De Luxe saloon 'Corgi' motor school car, pale blue

body with silver stripe to side panels, red interior with plastic
learner figure and instructor figure, various decals, boxed; 239
Volkswagen 1500 Karmann Ghia car, cream body, red interior,
plated hubs, boxed; 241 Ghia L.6.4 with Chrysler engine, steel
blue body, red interior with plastic Corgi dog to rear parcel
shelf, plated hubs, boxed and 433 Volkswagen delivery van,
two tone red and white body, lemon yellow interior seating to
cab, plated hubs, boxed (5)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 244
Corgi Toys 236 Austin A60 De Luxe saloon 'Corgi' motor school
car, pale blue body with silver stripe to side panels, red interior
with plastic learner figure and instructor figure, various decals,
boxed (Faults - one end of the box is missing the end flap and
the other end is missing one side flap and the end flap); 246
Chrysler Imperial, red body with pale blue interior, painted
plastic seated driver figure, clear plastic windscreen intact,
plastic golf clubs on trolley to boot, cast hubs, boxed (Fault -
one end of the box is missing the end flaps and side flaps) and
437 Superior Ambulance on Cadillac chassis, cram body with
pale blue upper section, decals to bonnet and side doors, beige
interior, blue tinted rear windows, red roof light, cast hubs,
boxed (Faults - both ends of box are missing the end flaps but
one end flap is present but loose) (3)
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 245
Corgi Toys 256 Volkswagen 1200 in East African trim, red body
with 'East African Safari' decal to bonnet, spare tyre to roof,
white number '18' decals to side doors, beige interior, plated
hubs, boxed with plastic Rhino figure (Faults - box is poor with
end flap and one side flap missing at one end and general wear)
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 246
Corgi Toys 259 Le Dandy coupe (Henri Chapron body on
Citroen D.S. chassis), metallic maroon body, lemon yellow
interior, plated spoked hubs, unboxed; 312 'E' type Jaguar
sports car, silver plated type body with racing number '2' decals
to bonnet and boot, black interior, painted plastic seated driver
figure, spoked hubs, unboxed; 324 Marcos Volvo 1800, white
body with a pair of single green stripe decals to bonnet, red
interior with painted plastic seated driver figure, unboxed; other
die-cast and plastic models including Husky, Dinky and Lesney,
all unboxed (31)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 247
Corgi Toys 263 Marlin by Rambler sports fastback car, red
body with black roof, cream interior, cast plated hubs, grey
plastic toe-hook to rear, boxed
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 248
Corgi Toys 267 rocket firing Batmobile from the T.V. series
Batman and Robin, 1966-67 first issue, gloss black body with
red 'Bat' decals to side doors, gold cast hubs, seated plastic
Batman and Robin figures to interior, blue tinted plastic
windscreen, silver aerial intact, boxed (Faults - box is poor with
either end flaps or side flaps missing and general tears across
the box)
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Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 249
Corgi Toys 269 Lotus Espirit from the James Bond film The Spy
Who Loved Me, white and black body with white and red '007'
decal logo to bonnet and operable fins, complete with four red
plastic firing rockets, window boxed with original inner
cardboard pictorial display stand (Faults - sun faded box with
creasing to clear plastic window)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 250
Corgi Toys 292 Ford Torino from the T.V. series Starsky &
Hutch, red and white body with lemon yellow interior, window
boxed with original plastic display piece with plastic figures of
Starsky, Hutch and a suspect, original inner cardboard pictorial
piece (Faults - sun faded box with creasing to clear plastic
window, scratches to the paintwork on the roof of the car)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 251
Corgi Toys 338 Rover 3500, white body with black interior,
window boxed; 324 JCB/Corgi Le Mans Ferrari Daytona 365,
dark yellow body with various racing decals, window boxed;
425 London Taxi, black body with brown interior, window boxed
and 511 Chipperfields Performing Poodles Chevrolet Impala,
pale blue and red body with decals, Mary Chipperfield plastic
figure and performing Poodles in dome, boxed with original
inner vacuform display piece (Faults - the boxes show signs of
damage and are worn) (4)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 252
Corgi Toys 345 G.T. Competition Model MGC, deep yellow
body with black bonnet panel and boot, spoke wire type hubs,
boxed - yellow and blue illustrated box; Corgi Juniors
'Whizzwheels' 9 Cadillac Eldorado, metallic green body on
cardboard backing piece and Corgi Juniors 'Whizzwheels' 40
Ford Transit caravan, metallic blue body on cardboard backing
piece (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 253
Corgi Toys 453 Commer Wall's" refrigerator van  navy blue cab
and wheel arches  cream van with advertising decals to sides 
plated spun hubs  boxed - blue illustrated box"
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 254
Corgi Toys 497 Gun Firing Thrush-Buster" from the T.V. series
The Man From U.N.C.L.E.  metallic purplish blue body with
black and white decal to bonnet  tinted blue clear plastic
windscreen and windows  yellow interior with seated plastic
figures of Napoleon Solo and Ilya Kuriakin  cast spotlights to
bonnet and cast wheels  boxed with original inner illustrated
cardboard display stand and original plastic and holographic
'Waverly' ring"
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 255

Corgi Toys 51 Massey Ferguson 30 CWT Trailer, deep yellow
trailer with red chassis, red plastic hubs, boxed; 216 Austin A40
saloon car, red body with black roof, plated spun hubs, boxed
and 409 Forward Control Jeep FC-150, pale blue body, red
grille, plated spun hubs, boxed (Faults - each end of box is
missing a side flap and the end flap) (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 256
Corgi Toys 64 Working Conveyor on Forward Control Jeep F.C.-
150, red body with lemon yellow interior seating to cab, black
rubber conveyor belt, plated spun hubs, boxed with inner
cardboard pictorial display stand with plastic figure and five
brown plastic sacks; Corgi Major Toys 1128 Priestman Cub"
Shovel  orange body with decals  deep yellow chassis and
platform  black rubber tracks  grey Priestman shovel piece 
seated painted plastic driver figure to interior  boxed with
original inner polystyrene display piece (2)"
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 257
Corgi Toys 853 Magic Roundabout Playground set, various
figures and accessories with Mr McHenry's train, boxed with
original inner cardboard packaging piece - illustrated lid
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 258
Corgi Toys Gift Set 19 Chipperfield's Land-Rover with Elephant
and cage on trailer, red Land-Rover body with lemon yellow
interior, pale blue tinplate cover with decals to sides, plated
hubs, red trailer with pale blue axle and wheel arches, boxed
with original inner cardboard display piece, grey plastic cage
and plastic Elephant figure (Faults - the box has black tape at
one end and is generally worn as is the display stand, the die-
cast models have minor chipping to the paintwork in places)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 259
Corgi Toys Gift Set 41 Corgi Car Transporter with six cars
(modelled on a Carrimore Mark IV), comprising 1138
Transporter with red cab, blue and pale green transporter body;
252 Rover 2000, metallic berghandy body with pale yellow
interior, plated hubs; 251 Hillman Imp, metallic bronze body
with single white stripe to sides, plated hubs; 440 Ford Cortina
Estate, metallic greyish blue body with panels to sides, 226
Morris Mini-Minor, pale lavender/blue body with red interior,
plated hubs; 321 Austin Mini Cooper 'S', red body with black
and white racing number '2' to sides, white roof with facsimile
signatures , '1966 Monte Carlo Rally' decal to bonnet, plated
hubs and 249 Morris Mini Cooper DeLuxe, black body with red
roof, yellow 'wickerwork' type decals to sides, plated hubs,
boxed with original polystyrene display tray with applied 'Corgi
Toys' sticker and original printed 'Instructions For Operating
Corgi Car Transporter' slip - illustrated lid  *The Corgi Toys Gift
Set 41 was only sold by mail order
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 260
Corgi Major Toys Gift Set 23 Chippefield's Circus Models,
comprising Smith's Karrier" van  red body with pale blue roof
and plated hubs; International '6x6' truck  red body with pale
blue raised lettering to sides  pale blue hubs; two Circus animal
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cages  red cage body on a deep yellow chassis  plated hubs 
with various plastic animals; other die-cast models  boxed with
original inner polystyrene display piece"
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 265
A Chad Valley Co Ltd (Harbourne, England) tinplate and
clockwork 'Royal Mail' delivery van, red livery, printed with
'Royal Mail GR' crown decal to sides, printed detail throughout,
red hubs, opening rear door, 26cm long with clockwork key,
c.1947  The van features in The Brian Jones Collection, see
Pressland, The Art of The Tin Toy, p.200
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 266
A Fairylite novelty tinplate and celluloid 'Express Boy' clockwork
toy, the porter figure made from celluloid plastic with painted
detail, tin printed detail to luggage case, 9cm long, presented in
a later cardboard box with a clockwork key
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 267
A Foreign tinplate and clockwork musical merry-go-round, tin
printed detail, boxed, c.1960
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 268
A Gescha (Germany) tinplate and part painted celluloid
'Express' clockwork toy, the porter figure made from celluloid
with painted detail, tin printed detail to luggage case, 9cm long,
unboxed with a clockwork key
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 269
A Japanese tinplate and battery operated boneshaker car,
seated rubber driver figure wearing a black suit and black top
hat, tin printed detail to body, 25cm long, unboxed
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 270
A late 19th century Ernst Plank (Germany) tinplate magic
lantern projector set, comprising magic lantern viewer with
various parts and slides, cased with illustrated label to lid,
c.1880
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 271
A Marusan Toys (Japan) San tinplate and battey operated
Cabin Cruiser, red and white body with 'Rosemarie' to sides, tin
printed detail, single three blade propeller to rear and single
rudder with engine, 36cm long boxed - illustrated lid
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 272
A Marx Toys tinplate and fixed key wind clockwork military tank,
olive green body with detail, black plastic wheels with black
rubber tracks, 25cm long
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 273
A Nomura Toys Ltd (Japan) tinplate and battery operated Benz
car with mystery action, red body with black roof, tin printed
detail to interior and dashboard, 'Mercedes Benz' badge to
boot, chrome style grille, bumper and side parts, complete with
hinged battery box cover, 28cm long, boxed - illustrated lid
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 274
A Normura Toys Ltd (Japan) tinplate and battery operated Ping
Pong locomotive, green and orange tin printed body with detail,
25cm long, boxed and a K.K. Masutoku Modern Toys (Japan)
tinplate and battery operated Western Special locomotive,
green/blue tin printed body with detail, 32cm long, boxed (2)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 275
A Phillip Neideimeier (Germany) No.350 tinplate and plastic
friction driven Thunderbird open top car, red and silver body
with printed detail, painted composition driver figure to interior,
operating windshield wipers and 'real horn', 34cm long (Faults -
box is torn and generally in poor condition)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 276
A Russian tinplate and clockwork stationary train set, raised
platform with tin printed detail, 24cm long, boxed with original
clockwork key  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 277
A Yonezawa (Japan) No.654 tinplate and friction powered Ace
Lift Dump truck, red cab with tin printed detail to the interior,
green tipper wagon, yellow hubs, 37cm long, boxed with
original inner cardboard packaging pieces  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 278
Exley O Gauge tinplate Restaurant car, L.M.S. maroon livery,
detailed interior, printed gold label to base 'Exley patent K5
W.G',  43cm long, unboxed and a 3rd brake corridor coach,
L.M.S. maroon livery, red and white label to base, 44cm long,
unboxed (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 279
Hornby O Gauge tinplate and clockwork 0-4-0 tank locomotive,
L.N.E.R. green livery, crests to rear sides, displayed with lower
cardboard box section, original inner cardboard packaging
pieces and original clockwork key
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 280
Hornby O Gauge tinplate and clockwork 0-6-0 tank locomotive,
L.M.S. maroon livery, No.500, unboxed; RS663 Guard's van,
boxed; C553 No.1 Passenger coach, L.M.S. maroon livery,
No.3113, boxed; another, unboxed and a quantity of curved
track
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00
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Lot: 280A
Hornby O Gauge tinplate and clockwork L475 M3 0-4-0 tank
locomotive, L.M.S. crimson livery, No.2270, boxed; various O
Gauge tinplate rolling stock including Hornby and Gebruder
Bing, various pieces of track (quantity)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 281
Hornby O Gauge tinplate and electric 4-4-2 'Nord' locomotive
with smoke deflectors and eight wheel tender, brown livery with
gilt detail, No.31801, unboxed
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 282
Hornby O Gauge tinplate coaches, Compagnie Internationale
des Wagons Lits, comprising Restaurant/Dining car, navy blue
body with cream roof, No.2862D, 38cm long and a Sleeping
car, navy blue body with cream roof, No.2644A, 38cm long,
both unboxed (2)
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 283
Hornby O Gauge tinplate No.1 crane truck, boxed; No.1 side
tipping wagon 'Sir Robert McAlpine & Sons', unboxed; other
track and accessories (quantity)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 284
Lehmann (Germany) tinplate and clockwork 425 Balky Mule,
seated pressed tinplate clown, being led by a Mule, tin printed
illustrations to rear wheels, 19cm long, c.1910 (Faults)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 285
Schuco (Germany) tinplate and clockwork card from the 'Old
Timer' range, comprising 1225 Mercer type 35J/1913, boxed
with original clockwork key; 1227 Ford Coupe J/1917, boxed
with original clockwork key and 1229 Mercedes Simplex Anno
1902, boxed with original clockwork key (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 286
T.P.S. Toplay (Japan) novelty tinplate and clockwork cat,
lithographed tin printed detail to body, wearing a pair of blue silk
trousers, fixed key to lower side, 16cm high, c.1960
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 287
The Rotary Photographic Company Ltd., London - a tinplate
rectangular pocket Rotoscope in the form of a book, the interior
opens to reveal viewing optics, the interior with eleven real
photographic stereograms from the Actors and Actresses
series, patent Rd No.442342, 7.5cm x 4.5cm, c.1910
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 288
A late 19th century Butcher's Boy's Own" green enamelled
tinplate magic lantern projector  brass lens  with three sets of

lantern slides  some coloured slides including Primus No.616
The Pied Piper  W.B.&S. No.612 Dick Whittington and Primus
No.772 Aladdin"
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 289
A large scratch built scale model of the S.A. Tugelaland" cargo
ship. A well detailed model with engine room. The model comes
with literature sheets  an album of photographs and various
certificates.  165cm long  presented on a wooden stand. 
Provenance - built by Mr Syd Lord between 1989 and 1992
using mostly marine ply and other materials. The model
featured in the Merseyside Maritime Museum 'Amateur Model
Boat Builders Exhibition' of 1993."
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 290
A Gebruder Bing (Germany) tinplate single model stationary
steam engine, polished brass boiler, safety valve and whistle,
single oscillating cylinder, raised upon a brown plinth with spirit
burner, 30cm high; a model workshop shafting with three pulley
wheels, mounted on a tinplate base with rounded edges, 16cm
wide; a working model accessory Windmill, tin printed detail to
body, single pulley wheel to rear, 14cm high; other working
model accessories (5)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 291
A Mamod SA1 Steam Roadster, live steam and tinplate car,
cream body with black interior seating, red chassis and hubs,
boxed with control rod, red plastic funnel, accessories, literature
and inner cardboard packaging pieces
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 292
A Mamod T.E.1 Traction Engine, live steam, green exhaust
chamber body, red and later re-painted cream roof, red spoked
wheels, boxed with various literature pieces and steering rod
(Faults - box side flap is missing)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 293
A Mamod T.E.1a Traction Engine, live steam, green exhaust
chamber body, red and cream canopy roof, red spoked wheels,
boxed with literature booklet, flexible steel spring driving belt in
packet, red plastic funnel and steering rod
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 294
A collection of early 20th century and later children's glass
marbles, mostly small sized, various designs (quantity)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 295
A collection of late 19th century and later handmade children's
glass marbles, mostly small sized, various designs including
solid core swirls (64)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00
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Lot: 296
Skybirds Givjoy" (British Made) scale lead figures  No.3A set
Civil Air-Line Personnel  comprising Captain or Commander 
Junior Captain  First Officer  Steward  Senior and Junior airport
Officers  Pilot  Mechanics  Visitors or Passengers  boxed with
original inner cardboard display piece  c.1930 - yellow and blue
label to lid"
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 297
Skybirds Givjoy" (British Made) scale lead figures  No.8 set
comprising sirring and standing figures with table and chairs for
setting out flying clubs or modern airports  boxed with original
inner cardboard display piece  c.1930 - yellow and blue label to
lid"
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 298
A collection of early 20th century unpainted flat lead soldiers
and an armoured vehicle; other lead figures and accessories
including Britains (quantity)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 299
Britains Colonial army troops, Egyptian Camel Corps,
comprising two riders on camels with one fixed arm, the other
arm holding a rifle with the butt resting on his thigh, 9.5cm high,
boxed with black and white illustrated label to lid
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 300
John Hill Co. and Britains lead military figures, mostly khaki
infantry, various poses including British infantry figures throwing
grenades in steel helmets and wearing gas masks, other
figures and spare accessories (*50)  See Rose, The Collector's
all-colour guide to Toy Soldiers, p.84 - p.85 and see Joplin, The
Great Book of Hollow-Cast Figures, p.275
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 301
John Hill Co. and Britains lead hollow-cast military figures,
mostly khaki infantry, various poses including lying firing sten
gun and standing firing sten gun, others (*50)  See Joplin, The
Great Book of Hollow-Cast Figures, p.144
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 302
Britains and other lead hollow-cast figures, mostly farmyard
animals, farmyard workers and accessories (small quantity)   
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 303
A collection of lead figures, mostly Farmyard animals and
accessories, some hollow-cast figures including Britains; Lone
Star N Gauge lead locomotives and rolling stock, various
pieces of track (quantity)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 304
A collection of twenty one Britains painted lead Royal Marine
figures, each standing and holding various instruments,
presented in a Nairn's Oat-Cakes circular tin
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 305
Britains set 1258, comprising a knight in armour on horseback,
the horse strutting with his head upwards, the knight dressed in
red surcoat with golden dragon device to his helmet, holding a
pennant, another knight on horseback with black plume,
wearing a surcoat and holding a golden pennant with red
stripes, blue saddle cover; a bearded marshal on horseback at
the halt, holding a staff of office in his moveable right arm; two
squire figures, both carrying long staffs with red and gold
banners in their right hands, wearing tunics and hose which are
quartered in black and brown with heraldic device to their
chests; a Heralds trumpet figure in Royal attire, presented in a
cardboard box (6)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 306
TM Treforest painted lead naval ships and submarines, various
ships including Achilles, mostly presented with original lower
cardboard box pieces (9)
Estimate: £50.00 - £75.00

Lot: 307
A collection of painted flat lead figures, various military
regiments including Scottish Highlanders, some on horseback,
probably manufactured in Germany (*70)
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 308
Britains set 45 - 3rd Madras Light Cavalry, comprising mounted
trumpeter on a white/grey horse, two mounted Sowars with
drawn sabres on black horses and another pair on brown
horses, unboxed; Britains Arab on horseback holding a scimitar
(6)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 309
A collection of miniature lead figures, mostly soldiers; a set of
six flat lead bi-planes each raised upon posts and a miniature
tank (*40)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 310
Britains set 1284 Royal Marines with Officers from the Britains
Soldiers Regiments of All Nations series, comprising seven
figures marching at the slope, one empty handed Officer, one
running Officer with drawn sword and seven figures running at
the trail with rifles in hand, boxed with original inner cardboard
display piece - illustrated label to lid (Fault - one of the figures
at the trail has been detached from base)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 311
Britains set 2067 The Sovereign's Standard with Trumpeter and
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Escort from the Britains Soldiers Regiments of All Nations
series, comprising two farriers with axes on horseback, one
lifeguard standard bearer on horseback, one lifeguard standard
bearer on horseback, one mounted trumpeter in state dress on
horseback and two lifeguard corporals, boxed with original inner
cardboard display piece - illustrated label to lid
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 312
Britains, Charbens and John Hill & Co. painted lead military
figures and accessories, mostly British infantry (19)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 313
A collection of painted lead military figures on horseback,
various regiments and poses (quantity)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 314
A collection of painted lead Cowboy and Indian figures, various
poses, manufactures including Britains (*50)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 315
A Lesney painted lead Coronation Coach, comprising four pairs
of two horses, four with outriders in dress, the gold coronation
coach with seated Queen figure, 38cm long, boxed - illustrated
white label to lid
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 317
Palitoy Action Man torso's and loose heads, some with flock
hair and trademark 'eagle eyes', mostly for spares and repairs;
various Action Man weaponry, accessories and clothing
(quantity)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 318
Palitoy Action Man torso's and loose heads, some with flock
hair and trademark 'eagle eyes', mostly for spares and repairs;
various Action Man weaponry, accessories and sets of clothing
in packets (quantity)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 320
Palitoy Action Man/Action Force Q-Force/other vehicles and
figures, comprising Cosmic Cruiser and Space Pilot figure,
window boxed with original cardboard packaging pieces (Fault -
the window box is damaged); Triad Fighter and Captain figure,
boxed with literature; Q-Force Stingray and Shark figure, boxed
with original cardboard packaging piece and literature; Q-Force
Sea Lion and Commander figure, boxed with original cardboard
packaging piece, used decals sheet and literature; Q-Force
Swordfish, boxed with literature; other figures, uncarded (9)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 321
Great British Locomotives, Pewter ingot collection as

issued,unboxed (50)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 322
A collection of customised railway scenes and diorama
including station platforms and various buildings, made by
David Bowler (large quantity in four boxes)

Lot: 323
A collection of customised railway scenes and diorama
including station platforms and various buildings, made by
David Bowler (large quantity in three boxes)

Lot: 324
A Leeds Model Company O Gauge coach, L.M.S. maroon body
with black roof, No.9034, unfinished with various axles and
wheels, 38cm long, boxed - plain cardboard box with red label
at one end
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 325
A Tri-ang Railways OO Gauge R3A train set, comprising 4-6-2
'Princess Elizabeth' locomotive and six wheel tender, B.R.
black livery with outlining in red and white, No.7.P.46201, two
coaches, various track and a RT50 battery connector, boxed; 
R132 Vista-Dome coach, blue, T.C. series, boxed; R159 double
ended diesel locomotive, T.C. series, boxed; loose track etc
(quantity in one box)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 326
A Trix Twin Railways (TTR) OO Gauge Night Express
Passenger train set, comprising 1/510 Y/510 0-4-0 B.R. tank
locomotive, black livery, No.50, boxed; 472 controller, boxed;
three passenger coaches including restaurant car, boxed with
various original inner cardboard display pieces
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 327
A Trix Twin Railways (TTR) OO Gauge train set, comprising 0-
4-0 tank locomotive, black livery, No.31829 and four wheel B.R.
tender; 'Hinchliffes' coal wagon; 'Charringtons' open wagon; 12-
ton open wagon; 'Esso' tank wagon; 20-ton brake end van,
boxed with original inner cardboard display piece, eight pieces
of curved track and various accessories including 31/25 Y 325
clamps and screws etc
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 328
Fleischmann and Trix HO scale rolling stock, coaches and
accessories, comprising 4000 0-4-0 tank locomotive, window
boxed; 5001 carriage, boxed; 5011 open flatbed wagon, boxed;
others in perspex cases (39)
Estimate: £100.00 - £130.00

Lot: 329
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail EDL7 0-6-2 G.W.R. green tank
locomotive, G.W.R. green livery with roundel decals to sides,
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No.6699, horseshoe type motor, presented in a later red
cardboard box
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 330
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge EDP1 Sir Nigel Gresley" Passenger
train set  comprising 4-6-2 locomotive and eight wheel tender 
L.N.E.R. blue livery  No.7; two L.N.E.R. coaches  various track 
literature and other rolling stock  boxed (Faults - box lid has
sellotape holding it together and the corners are split)"
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 331
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge petrol tankers and tank wagons,
comprising 32080 petrol tank wagon D1 Power Ethyl"  boxed -
blue and white striped box  another; 32081 petrol tank wagon
D1 "Esso"  boxed with original inner cardboard packaging rings -
 blue and white striped box; 32083 D1 tank wagon "Vacuum Oil
Co. Ltd."  boxed - blue and white striped box (4)"
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 332
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge trackside accessories, comprising
32099 T.P.O. mail van set, boxed; 32170 D1 through station,
boxed with station names in packet; 5091 tunnel - single track,
boxed; power control unit A2, boxed; 38120 Marshall II power
control unit, boxed; D1 signals, single arm upper quadrant,
boxed; EDCL diamond crossing left hand, boxed; 3732
electrically operated points, left hand E.O.D.P.L., boxed; others,
all boxed (14)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 333
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge vans, comprising nine 32040 goods
van D1 (B.R.), boxed; three 32035 fish van D1 (B.R.), boxed;
five 32065 meat van D1 (B.R.), boxed; 32945 one container for
insulated meat (B.R.), boxed; 32048 SD6 goods brake van
(W.R.), boxed; others, all boxed (22)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 334
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge wagons, comprising four 32020 cattle
truck D1 (B.R.), boxed; 32021 SD 6 8-ton cattle wagon (B.R.),
boxed; four 32086 low-sided wagon D1 with cable drums,
boxed; three 32055 high-sided wagon D2 (B.R.), boxed; others
including trackside accessories, all boxed (22)
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 335
Hornby OO Gauge Margate Works R2492 Live Steam
'Papyrus' 4-6-2 locomotive and eight wheeled tender set, B.R.
green livery, Class A3, precision engineered and steam
powered, boxed with various literature and instruments;
Margate Works R8205 Live Steam Controller and Transformer
set, boxed with various pieces and literature (2)
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 336
Hornby OO Gauge R21052 Evening Star electric train set, 1804
- 2004 Rail Bicentenary made for retail with Marks & Spencer,

comprising B.R. 2-10-0 'Evening Star' Class 9F locomotive, two
B.R. Mk1 composite coaches, B.R. brake coach, various track,
buffer stops, power unit, train controller and power connecting
clips, boxed with original inner polystyrene packaging piece;
Hornby OO Gauge Live Steam Margate Works R8203 Rolling
Road, boxed with single literature sheet (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 337
Hornby OO Gauge R2159 EWS Bo-Bo electric class 86
locomotive 'The Rail Charter Parternship', boxed with inner
polystyrene display piece and R2288D EWS Co-Co diesel
electric class 56 locomotive, No.56058, boxed with inner
polystyrene display piece (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 338
Hornby Railways OO Gauge R245 British Railways Co-Co
diesel locomotive railfreight class 47, boxed with inner
polystyrene display piece and R2423 British Railways Bo-Bo
diesel hydraulic class 35 locomotive weathered edition, boxed
with inner polystyrene display piece (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 339
Hornby Railways OO Gauge R823 Flying Scotsman electric
train set, comprising 4-6-2 'Flying Scotsman' locomotive and
eight wheel tender, L.N.E.R. green livery, No.4472, two
L.N.E.R. composite coaches, one L.N.E.R. brake coach,
various pieces of track, transformer, train controller and
trakmat, boxed with inner polystyrene display piece
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 340
Hornby Railways OO Gauge, comprising R398 L.N.E.R. class
A1 4-6-2 'Flying Scotsman' locomotive and eight wheel tender,
L.N.E.R. green livery, No.4472, boxed with inner polystyrene
display piece; L.N.E.R. 4-6-2 'Papyrus' locomotive and eight
wheel tender, L.N.E.R. green livery, No.2750, boxed with inner
polystyrene display piece - incorrect Hornby box and L.N.E.R.
class B17 4-6-0 'Manchester United' locomotive and six wheel
tender, L.N.E.R. green livery, No.2862, boxed with inner
polystyrene display piece (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 341
Jouef (France) OO Gauge 8274 2-8-2 locomotive and eight
wheel tender, dark green livery, boxed; 8283 2-8-0 locomotive
and eight wheel tender, black livery, boxed; Bachmann #1039
42.foot open quad offset hopper, boxed; other N Gauge and
OO Gauge models and accessories, all boxed (13)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 342
Marklin HO scale 3000 0-6-0 tank locomotive, black livery,
No.89 006, boxed with original polystyrene display piece; 3029
0-6-0 tank locomotive, black livery, No.3029, boxed with original
polystyrene display piece, boxed and 4617 well wagon with
box, boxed (3)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 343
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Marklin HO scale 3095 2-6-0 tank locomotive, black livery,
No.74 701, boxed with original polystyrene display piece
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 344
Marklin HO scale 3097 2-6-2 locomotive and eight wheel
tender, black livery, No.23 014, boxed with original polystyrene
display piece
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 345
Marklin HO scale 4503 low-sided goods truck, brown body,
boxed; 4513 tipping truck, black truck with red plastic tipping
wagon, boxed; 4601 open goods truck, brown body, boxed and
4632 beer truck Feldschlosschen"  boxed (4)"
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 346
Palitoy Mainline Railways OO Gauge 37-052 4-6-0 standard
class 4 locomotive and six wheel tender, MT black livery,
No.75006, boxed with inner polystyrene display piece and
54155 N2 class 0-6-2T locomotive, B.R. lined black livery,
No.69531, boxed with inner polystyrene display piece (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 347
Palitoy Mainline Railways OO Gauge 37-052 4-6-0 standard
class 4 locomotive and six wheel tender, MT black livery,
No.75006, boxed with inner polystyrene display piece and
54155 N2 class 0-6-2T locomotive, B.R. lined black livery,
No.69531, boxed with inner polystyrene display piece (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 348
Palitoy Mainline Railways OO Gauge 54155 N2 class 0-6-2T
locomotive, B.R. lined black livery, No.69531, boxed with inner
polystyrene display piece; 37-101 B.R. SK coach,
cream/crimson livery, 2nd class, No.W24720, boxed and 37-
102 B.R. BSK coach, cream/crimson livery, brake 2nd,
No.W34820, boxed (3)
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 349
Palitoy Mainline Railways OO Gauge 937038 0-6-2 Great
Western locomotive, G.W. green livery, No.6697, boxed with
inner polystyrene display piece; Tri-ang Hornby OO Gauge 4-6-
0 'King Charles I' locomotive and six wheel tender, B.R. green
livery, No.6010, boxed - associated Tri-ang Hornby box and a
Hornby Railways OO Gauge diesel locomotive, B.R. two tone
green livery, No.D1738, unboxed (3)
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 350
Palitoy Mainline Railways OO Gauge diesel locomotives,
comprising D49 'The Manchester Regiment' 1Co-Co1 Class 45
diesel locomotive, B.R. green livery, unboxed; Class 45 'The
Royal Marines' diesel locomotive, No.45 048, B.R. blue livery,
unboxed; Class 45 'Royal Inniskilling Fusilier' diesel locomotive,
No.45 044, B.R. blue livery, unboxed; others including Lima,
Hornby and Tri-ang  (11)

Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 351
Palitoy Mainline Railways OO Gauge, comprising 37-052 4-6-0
standard class 4 locomotive and six wheel tender, MT black
livery, No.75006, boxed with inner polystyrene display piece;
three 37-172 bogie bolster wagons, G.W.R., boxed with inner
cardboard display piece; various wagons, all boxed (10)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 352
Palitoy Mainline Railways OO Gauge, comprising 37092 4-6-0
parallel boiler Scot 'Old Contemptibles' locomotive and six
wheel tender, L.M.S.R. crimson livery, No.6127, boxed with
inner polystyrene display piece; 37-114 buffet/restaurant car,
B.R. maroon livery, boxed with inner cardboard display piece
ant two 37118 50' parcels vans, BG L.M.S. maroon livery,
No.30965, boxed with inner cardboard display piece (4)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 353
Playcraft Railways OO Gauge wagons and vans, comprising
five P631 open goods wagons, grey wagon body, boxed; one
P633 open mineral wagon, boxed; two P635 goods vans,
berghandy body with grey roof, boxed; two P640 tank wagons,
silver body with 'Shell' and 'BP' decals to sides, boxed; one
P653 bogie goods van, dark green body with black roof, boxed;
other accessories, all boxed (16)
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 354
Train kits and accessories, comprising Tenmille G043 L&B
brake 3rd or brake composite Nos. 15/16 rolling stock kit for
Gauge one, boxed; Tenmille AG162 G.1 3 hole disc wagon
wheels, in packet with cardboard header; Tenmille AG162A G.I -
 L.G.B. 3 hole disc wheels, in packet with cardboard header; a
Romford motor unit for an O Gauge model, boxed; a Pittman
model DC70-6 electric motor, boxed; other models and
accessories (quantity in two boxes)
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 355
Tri-ang Hornby OO Gauge RS53 The Blue Pullman electric
train set, comprising powered Passenger coach locomotive,
central coach and trailer end, various pieces of track, boxed
with inner cardboard display pieces; Tri-ang Railways OO
Gauge RS3 electric train set, comprising 4-6-2 'Britannia'
locomotive and six wheel tender, B.R. green livery, No.70000,
Pullman coach 'Mary', Pullman coach 'Anne', Pullman car
No.79, various pieces of track, boxed with inner cardboard
display pieces; various Tri-ang Hornby literature and wagons,
Hornby O Gauge trackside accessories etc  
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 356
Tri-ang Wrenn OO Gauge W2227 4-6-2 'City of Stoke on Trent'
locomotive and six wheeled tender, L.M.S. black livery with
cream and red outline, No.6254, boxed with original inner
cardboard packaging piece; W2219 2-6-4 tank locomotive,
L.M.S. maroon livery, No.2679, boxed with original inner
cardboard packaging piece (Faults); three Tri-ang Hornby R747
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L.M.S. first/third composite coaches, maroon and cream livery,
each boxed with inner cardboard display piece and R748
L.M.S. brake coach, maroon and cream livery, boxed with inner
cardboard display piece (6)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 357
Wrenn Railways OO Gauge wagons, comprising W4311P
L.M.S. guards van, boxed; W5028 N.E. banana van,
No.159611, boxed and four W5058 G.W. fruit vans, No.38200,
boxed (6)
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 358
Lima OO Gauge, 'Revenge' diesel locomotive, blue livery,
No.50 020, boxed with original inner polystyrene display piece -
incorrect box; 'Eagle' diesel locomotive, blue livery, No.50043,
boxed with original inner polystyrene display piece - incorrect
box and three 305645W 'Esso' tank wagons, boxed with
original inner polystyrene display piece (5)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 359
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge rolling stock including various
coaches and wagons, platform stations, bridge etc (quantity)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 360
A collection of OO Gauge diesel locomotives, comprising Tri-
ang and Mainline Railways, all unboxed (5)
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 361
A collection of OO Gauge coaches and wagons, comprising
seven Hornby Railways coaches, boxed; other wagons
including Airfix, boxed (9)
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 362
Hornby Dublo OO Gauge track, comprising various pieces of
straight and curved track; Hornby Dublo OO Gauge tuntable,
unboxed (quantity)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00
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